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Abstract 
Knill. E., P.T. Cox and T. Pietrzykowski, Equality and abductive residua for Horn clauses, 
Theoretical Computer Science 120 (1993) 1-44. 
One method of proving theorems in Horn clause theories is surface deduction (also known as the 
modification method). Surface deduction yields interpretations of unification failures in terms of 
residual hypotheses needed for unification to succeed. This suggests that it can be used for abductive 
reasoning with equality. In surface deduction the input clauses are first transformed to a flat form 
(involving no nested terms) and symmetrized (if necessary). They are then manipulated by binary 
resolution, a restricted version of factoring and compression. In this paper we partially characterize 
the deductive strength of surface deduction and show how it depends on the type of flattening used. 
This is used to show that some forms of surface deduction will yield all hypotheses preferred by 
parsimony when used as an abductive inference engine. The characterization of deductive strength 
suggests a new equational preference principle according to which honest explanations are preferred. 
In honest explanations distinct terms refer to distinct objects. We give a characterization ofequational 
implication for goal clauses which shows that every goal clause has a uniquely defined equationally 
equivalent residuum. This residuum naturally represents the corresponding abductive hypothesis. 
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1. introduction 
The problem of introducing equality to Horn clause logic has been well-studied (see 
12, 11, 173). The simplest approach to this problem involves adding the equality 
axioms (which are Horn clauses) to the set of input clauses. However, unrestricted use 
of these axioms results in inefficiency. Furthermore, this approach does not yield any 
insights into the degree to which the equality axioms are needed. 
In this paper, equality is introduced to Horn clause logic via surface deduction. 
A version of this idea, the modification method, was first used by Brand [3] to analyze 
paramodulation. Surface deduction was developed independently by Cox and 
Pietrzykowski [9]. In surface deduction as defined in [9], a set of input clauses is first 
transformed to a flat form and symmetrized. The deduction then proceeds using linear 
input resolution for Horn clauses (see [19]), together with a limited use of factoring 
and a new rule called compression. The additional deduction rules can be understood 
as a restricted use of the reflexivity axiom (x G x :-) which preserves flatness. They are 
required only at the end of a deduction. Surface deduction differs from the modifica- 
tion method in that the flat form of clauses is preserved by the deduction rules. 
A clause is flat if it has no nested functional expressions, and every variable which 
appears immediately to the right of an equality symbol ( A ) appears only in such 
positions. A stronger version of flatness requires that in addition the clause is 
separated. This means that every variable appears at most once in any given literal 
and has only one occurrence inside a functional or relational expression. Symmetriz- 
ation affects only those clauses with equalities in their heads. Both the flatness and 
separation conditions can be restricted to non-equality predicates to obtain other 
useful properties. The precise definitions are in Section 4. 
In general, surface deduction refers to a family of transformational methods for 
reasoning with a theory of equality &. Such methods consist of a transformation 
TRANS and a set of deduction rules W. For each clause C, TRANS transforms C to 
a clause TRANS( C) such that C is &-equivalent to TRANS( C). The deduction rules 
are usually an extension of the resolution calculus by a few simple rules. To refute an 
input theory Y using &, each clause of Y is transformed to yield the theory 
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TRANS(5). TRANS(5) is then refuted using the rules of .%!. The method is d- 
refutation complete for a class of input theories iff for every theory Y in the class, 
TRANS(Y) can be refuted using %Y iff ,Y is inconsistent with b. Surface deduction 
refers to the transformational methods where TRANS is a version of flattening and 
symmetrization, and W includes binary resolution, factoring and rules for using 
reflexivity. A restricted use of the function substitutivity axioms will also be used in 
some cases. Brand [3] showed that surface deduction is &-refutation complete for all 
clausal theories if & consists of the usual axioms of equality. For Horn clause theories, 
these results also appear in [9], but the statement and proof of one of the theorems 
therein is flawed. 
Surface deduction is appealingly simple and gives good insights into the meaning of 
the equality axioms. It interprets unification failure as a set of equality assumptions 
that need to be satisfied for unification to succeed. This suggests that surface deduc- 
tion can be used to introduce equality to abductive reasoning [S]. 
In abductive reasoning, the task is to explain a given observation by introducing 
appropriate hypotheses (see [lo, 151). Most presentations of abduction do not include 
reasoning with equality, nor do they allow the introduction of equality assumptions to 
explain an observation. The need for equality in abduction is demonstrated by 
Charniak [S] in motivation analysis and by Eshgi [14] in abductive planning. They 
show that Skolemization of the domain theory requires a theory of equality and the 
use of equality literals in explanations. 
Formally, an abduction problem consists of a theory Y and a formula 0 (the 
obseruation). A theory of equality & is assumed. An explanation of (0, F) is a formula 
E consistent with Yub such that E together with Yub implies 0. We will assume 
that 0 and E are existentially quantified conjunctions of facts and that Y is a Horn 
clause theory. 
The definition of abduction adopted here is more general than the more commonly 
given one. Usually explanations are required to consist of ubducible literals only [ 18, 
221. Such restrictions depend on the choice of abducible predicates and are therefore 
domain dependent preference principles. As we are interested in analyzing the domain 
independent aspects of abduction, we do not use abducible literals. 
To obtain an explanation E one can deduce its negation 1 E from Y and 10, and 
verify that 1 E is not a consequence of Y (given E). In order to obtain all possible 
explanations for 0 by using a proof system P,P has to be deductively complete for &. 
However, due to the parsimony principle, only parsimonious explanations are of 
interest. According to parsimony, the simplest explanation is preferred. Expressed 
logically, explanation E is more parsimonious than E’ if E’ and d imply E but E and 
E do not imply E’. For example, of the explanations A and AA B, A is more 
parsimonious. It follows that for each explanation E, the proof system need only 
deduce a clause 1 E’ such that E and d imply E’. More generally, parsimony could be 
replaced by other preference principles. 
A proof system P is called ubductiuely complete (for parsimony) if whenever the 
nonempty theory Y together with d implies a clause C, then 9 can deduce a clause C’ 
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from F such that C’ and & imply C. With &=0, where the equality theory is trivial, 
the resolution calculus has this property (see e.g. [2, 611). With & the set of equality 
axioms, abductive completeness for surface deduction using Horn clauses without 
equalities in their heads was established by Cox and Pietrzykowski [S]. 
Most of the commonly used refutation calculi for reasoning with equality are not 
abductively complete for Horn clause theories even if only the predicate substitutivity 
axioms are required. For example, consider paramodulation. Suppose that 
Y={A(a):-} and -10=(:-A(h)). One explanation E is given by lE=(:-a&b). 
However, no clause which equationally implies :-a L h can be deduced by para- 
modulation and resolution from {A(a):+, :-A(h)}. This is true even in the presence of 
reflexivity. Another refutation calculus is based on RUE-NRF resolution [12]. In 
RUE-NRF resolution, equality assumptions required for a given unification to 
succeed are introduced in each resolution step. For instance, the RUE-resolvent of 
:-A(b) and .4(a):- is :-a A b, so that the deduction required in the previous example 
can be performed. However, suppose that Y={ a&b:-B(c)} and 10=(:-C(a)). One 
explanation E is given by 1 E =( :-C( b), B(c)). No clause which equationally implies 
1 E can be deduced using RUE-NRF resolution from Y and 10. 
The goal of this paper is to prove various abductive completeness results for surface 
deduction with Horn clause theories and positiw explanations which are explanations 
without negative literals. In particular, it is shown that if d consists of the equality 
axioms without the function substitutivity axioms, then surface deduction with 
symmetrized, predicate separated and predicate flat clauses is abductively complete. 
Another version of surface deduction is abductively complete for full equality if 
a restricted version of the function substitutivity is used together with the transitivity 
and symmetry axioms. These additional rules are not required if the theory has 
additional properties, for example if it has no positive equality literals. Finally, the 
deductive power of surface deduction with symmetrized, separated and flat clauses is 
partially characterized. This result shows that if only honest positive explanations are 
desired, this version of surface deduction is abductively complete for full equality. 
Honest explanations satisfy that distinct terms used in functionally identical situ- 
ations denote distinct objects. This is a useful new notion for abduction with equality. 
The abductive completeness results are used to obtain a simple syntactic criterion 
for equational implication of goal clauses. This criterion generalizes the fact that if 
A and B are clauses without positive literals, then A implies B iff for some variable- 
pure substitution g, Ao is a subclause of B. The criterion for equational implication 
also proves to be useful in abduction for determining the best explanation among a set 
of equationally equivalent ones. Once an explanation E is obtained, in what form 
should E be presented? For example if 1E (the actual clause deduced) is given by 
:-x k a, y A b, y G c, then :-y G b, y G c is equationally equivalent to 1 E. Therefore the 
atom x ~a is irrelevant and should be removed. In Section 11, we show that for every 
goal clause C there is a uniquely defined equational residuum RES(C) which is the 
smallest flat goal clause equationally equivalent to C. Furthermore, two goal clauses 
C and D are equationally equivalent iff their residua are the same (up to variable 
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renaming). RES(C) is the best presentation of the negation of the explanation 
corresponding to C. 
Here is an example adapted from [S] to illustrate surface deduction and how it can 
be applied to abductive reasoning in the presence of equality. The notation is standard 
and is explained in Section 2. 
Example. In motivation analysis, knowledge consists of a description of the subtasks 
required for the execution of each task. If Mary is performing an action a which 
matches a subtask of task b, we can explain Mary’s action by assuming that she is in 
the process of performing task b. That is, we can hypothesize that her motivation for 
a is b. 
Consider the action of lighting a candle. The first subtask of lighting a candle is 
striking a match. For an action x, let p(x) denote the person performing the action. 
The knowledge includes the following theory: 
Theory: If x is an instance of lighting a candle, then there is a first action f(x) with 
p(f(x))=p( x) such that f(x) is an instance of striking a match, etc. (where details 
not needed below are omitted). 
Let L(x) and S(x) mean “x is an instance of lighting a candle” and “x is an instance of 
striking a match”, respectively. Then the description of the task of candle lighting 
formalizes as the theory consisting of the clauses 
W(x)):-Ux), 
(As usual, ,4-B represents the Horn clause A v 1 B; see Section 2.) 
Let the observation be: 
Observation: Mary is striking a match. 
Let m stand for Mary and a for her action. Then the observation is formally expressed 
by 
S(a) A m&p(a). 
The desired explanation is: 
Explanation: There is an action x of lighting a candle, where Mary is performing 
x and a is the first subtask of x. 
This is formalized as 
To apply surface deduction, the theory and the negation of the observation are first 
transformed to flat, separated and symmetrized form. For simplicity, separation and 
symmetrization are omitted here. (See Section 3 for a discussion of the full transforma- 
tion and [7] for a detailed example of an abduction which requires these transforma- 
tions.) The flat form of the theory is obtained by a few applications of replacement 
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f(x)):-L(x) transforms to S( y):-L( x), y&f(x), 
p(x)~.p(f(x)):-l(x) transforms to y&p(z):-L(x), y&p(x), z-f(x). 
The flat form of the negated observation is given by 
:-S(a), m&p(a) transforms to :-S(x), y-p(x), x&u, y&m. 
Next, resolution and the reflexivity axiom are used to obtain the negation of the 
explanation. Selected literals are underlined. Reflexivity is applied by resolving the 
selected literals with x&x:- in left-to-right order. 
(1) (Assumed) S(y):-L(x), y-f(x). 
(2) (Assumed) y&p(z):-L(x), y&p(x), Z&f(X). 
(3) (Assumed) :-S(x), y&p(x), x&u, y&m. 
(4) (Resolution with 1) :- L(z), x&f’(z), y&p(x), x-a, y-m. 
(5) (Resolution with 2) :- L(z), x&f(z), L(U), y&p(u), x&f(u), x&u, y&m. 
(6) (Reflexivity) :-L(z), rn-p(z),f’(z)&u. 
The negation of clause 6 is the desired explanation. Essentially, the explanation was 
obtained at clause 5. The remaining steps consist of applying reflexivity until this is no 
longer possible. They have the effect of minimizing the number of existence assump- 
tions when the clause is negated. 
The equational residuum of clause 5 is given by 
:-L(z), y&p(z), XA,f(z), .u~u,y&m, 
up to variable renaming. This is the flat form of clause 6 with the fewest literals. In 
general, one obtains the equational residuum before applying reflexivity to remove 
extra existence assumptions, though here this was not required. 
In Section 2 the terminology is established; in Section 3 the transformational 
method is introduced; in Sections 4 and 5 the transformations and rules of surface 
deduction are defined. Subsumption of the predicate substitutivity axioms by flatten- 
ing and related results are shown in Section 6. The transitivity and symmetry axioms 
are dealt with in Section 7. The results proved in these sections are stronger versions 
(for Horn clause theories) of the results of Brand [3] and are required for characteriz- 
ing the deductive power of surface deduction in Section 10. The basic completeness 
properties of surface deduction are proved in Section 8 and a characterization of 
equational implication is given in Section 9. In Section 11 equational residua are 
defined. These results are applied to abductive reasoning in Section 12. 
2. Preliminaries 
Table 1 summarizes the notational conventions that are used. Familiarity with logic 
programming is assumed (see e.g. [ 191). If L is an atom and C = { M, , . . , M,) is a set 
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Table 1 
Notation 
u,...,z variables 
u,...,z lists of variables 
r, s, t terms 
r, s, t lists of terms 
f,s>h function symbols 
f’,Q,R predicate symbols 
A equality predicate symbol. written in infix form 
= syntactic equality 
LM,N literals 
A,RC,D clauses 
d,%V.9 sets of clauses 
o,e substitutions 
of atoms, then L:-C denotes the Horn clause L v 1 Ml v . . .l M,. In this expression, 
L is the head and C is the body of the clause. If necessary, we allow atoms to have 
repeated occurrences in a set and assume that repeated occurrences are implicitly 
distinguished. A clause of the form :-C is a goal clause. The atoms of C are the 
subgoals of :-C. A clause of the form L:- is a fact. The symbol :-is sometimes omitted 
for facts. If C is given as an assertion, it denotes the conjunction of the atoms of C. If 
C i, . . . . C, are sets of atoms and C is the union of the Ci, then L:-Cl, . . . . C, means 
L:-C. When possible, set notation is omitted for one-element sets. The goal clause :-C 
is included in or is a subclause of 1-C’ iff C G C’. 
If OP is an operation which maps clauses to clauses and & is a set of clauses, then 
OP (d)={OP(C)I C&!zz}. 
A substitution is a function 0 from variables to terms such that 0(x)=x for all but 
finitely many variables x. Let D be a logical expression (i.e. a term, an atom, a literal, 
etc.). Then Da denotes the expression obtained from D by applying c to the variables 
in D. If Xi~ = ti for i = 1, . . . , n and xb = x for all other variables, then CJ is also denoted 
bY { xi 4-ti, . ..) x, + t,,}. A substitution 0 is variable-pure iff XG is a variable for every 
x. If C is a clause and CJ is a variable-pure substitution which is one-to-one on the 
variables of C, then Ca is a variant of C. We will usually not distinguish between 
variants of a clause. 
Each occurrence of a term t in D is considered to be indexed by its position in D. 
The position of an occurrence of the term t of D is defined by the path in the 
representation of D as an ordered tree (with nodes labelled by function symbols, 
relation symbols and variables) from the root to the occurrence of t. Note that this 
path can be defined independently of the terms not on it, so that position references 
are preserved after substitutions which do not affect this occurrence oft (see [ 17, p. 171 
for a formal definition of occurrence). The expression p:f denotes the occurrence oft in 
position p. The logical expression obtained by replacing p:t by the term s is denoted 
by D [ p: t/s]. The expression obtained by replacing every occurrence of the term t by 
s is denoted by D[t/s]. 
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The expression “most general unifier” is abbreviated by “mgu”. Refutations of sets 
of Horn clauses are assumed to be linear, using only binary input resolution applied to 
a goal clause. This does not affect refutation completeness. Let B and C be goal clauses 
and @ a set of Horn clauses. A deduction of C from B using Q? is a sequence of goal 
clauses C=Ao, . . . . A,=B such that Ai+ 1 is the resolvent of Ai and a clause from %. 
A refutation of (B, V) is a deduction of the empty clause from B using S’. If the set of 
clauses %’ is clear from the context, %? will not be mentioned explicitly. In some of the 
proofs below we will transform a refutation into one using both binary resolution and 
factoring. The fact that the factorings can be removed will be used without mention. If 
factorings are removed from an arbitrary deduction using Horn clauses, parts of the 
deduction are duplicated. The original deduced clause is an instance of the new 
deduced clause. As usual, it will be assumed that the input clauses involved in 
a resolution do not share any variables. 
Let 92 be a set of deduction rules other than resolution (e.g. factoring, or application 
of certain equality axioms). Let G! be a set of Horn clauses. Then C is BY-deducible 
from ~2 iff C can be deduced from & using resolution and rules from 9. d is 
9$?-refutable iff the empty clause is W-deducible from d. A clause L:-C can be 
considered as the deduction rule of resolution with this clause where the selected 
literal is L. 
An equality is an atom of the form SG t. Ifs= (sr, .., s,) and t= (ti, . . . . t,,) are lists 
of terms, then s&r denotes the set of equalities {s, ~.t,, . . . , s,,et,}. We will use the 
following version of the equality axioms. 
Predicate substituticity: The predicate substitutivity axioms are the clauses of the 
form 
P(x I)..., Xi_,,X ,... ):-P(Xl, . . . . Xi_l,y, ...), X_y, 
where P is a predicate symbol. 
Function substitutiuity: The function substitutivity axioms are the clauses of the 
form 
.Yg~,f’(X1,...,Xi_l, x, . ..).-Xg&j”( x1 )...) xi_l,y, . ..). x&y, 
where f is a function symbol. We assume that the function and predicate symbols are 
from a fixed set. 
Transitivity: x&z:-x&y, y-z, 
Symmetry: x A y:-y A x, 
R@exivity: x G x:-. 
The set of predicate substitutivity axioms and the set of function substitutivity axioms 
are denoted by EP and E,, respectively. Collectively, they are called the substitutivity 
axioms. Let T,S and Re denote the transitivity, symmetry and reflexivity axioms, 
respectively. Let Eq be the set of equality axioms and Eq, the set of equality axioms 
without the function substitutivity axioms. 
If d and .4? are sets of clauses, then & satisfies (or implies) 39 iff every model of & is 
a model of B. If d is a set of clauses, then & d-satisfies (or d-implies) 37 iff dub 
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satisfies $8. d and 9J are b-equivalent iff each b-satisfies the other. & is &-inconsistent 
iff &’ d-satisfies the empty clause. 8 will usually be a subset of the equality axioms. 
An equational logic program consists of a pair of sets of definite (i.e. non-goal Horn) 
clauses (9,6), where the clauses of 9 have no positive equality literals and those of 
d consist of equality literals only. Equational logic programs are analyzed in detail by 
Hiilldobler [ 171. 
3. Surface deduction 
In surface deduction, a refutation of a set of input clauses proceeds by first 
transforming the input clauses to a flat form and then refuting the result using 
resolution and some additional rules which are defined in Section 5. Let d be a subset 
of the equality axioms. The basic idea which motivates surface deduction is to find 
a transformation TRANS of clauses and deduction rules W such that, for every set of 
Horn clauses -c4, 
(i) TRANS(&‘) is b-equivalent to d (equivalence (for a)), and 
(ii) d is d-inconsistent iff TRANS(&‘) is a-refutable (refutation completeness 
(for 8)). 
The transformation and the deduction rules should be simple (i.e. intuitive and easy to 
compute), and 8 should include as much of the equality axioms as possible. 
For abductive completeness, property (ii) is replaced by (ii)‘: 
(ii)’ Abductiue completeness (for 8 and parsimony): ~2 E-implies the goal clause :-C 
iff there is a goal clause :-C’ such that :-C’ is B-deducible from TRANS(d) 
and :-C’ &-implies :-C. (For preference principles other than parsimony, “:-C’ 
Q-implies :-C” is replaced by “:-C’ is preferred over :-C”.) 
We will use versions of flattening for TRANS. 
In the absence of equality (8 = O), abductive completeness is satisfied by resolution 
based deduction systems with TRANS the identity transformation. In fact, such 
systems can deduce :-C’ such that there is a substitution ~7 satisfying :-C’a G 1-C. This 
well-known fact will be used later, so we record it as the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. If ~4 d-implies :-C, then there is a goal clause 1-C’ which is deducible 
from ~4~8 such that, for some substitution c, :-C’a G 1-C. 
The proof of this theorem is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 8.3. 
Properties similar to the one stated in the above theorem will be shown to hold in the 
presence of equality for appropriate rules and transformations. 
If TRANS satisfies property (i), then J&’ is &‘-inconsistent iff TRANS(d)ub is 
refutable (using binary resolution only). Let 8’ be a subset of Eq. Let 92 consist of 
resolution with the axioms of Eq not in 6”. We will say that TRANS subsumes 8’ if 
TRANS combined with $22 satisfies properties (i) (equivalence) and (ii) (refutation 
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completeness). For suitable transformations TRANS, Ep, E,, T and S are subsumed 
by TRANS (see [3, 161 and Sections 6 and 7 of this paper). 
Some of the additional deduction rules to be used here will eliminate the need for 
resolution with the reflexivity axiom. Resolutions with reflexivity can always be 
delayed to the end of a refutation (or a deduction). Lemma 5.3 shows how (and when) 
to replace resolutions with reflexivity by applications of the rules of factoring and 
compression. 
4. The transformations 
Definition. 4.1. Let C be a clause and t a term. An occurrence oft on the left-hand side 
(right-hand side) of an equality t AS (set) in C is a root (su~fuce) occurrence of t in C. 
Every other occurrence oft is an internal occurrence. A positive (negative) occurrence 
oft in C is an occurrence oft in the head (body) of C. A predicate occurrence oft in C is 
an occurrence oft as an argument of a predicate in C. The term t is a root term of C iff 
it has a root occurrence in C. Su@ce, internal, etc., terms are defined analogously. 
Definition 4.2. A clause C is flat iff 
(i) every atom of C is of the form P(xi, . . . . x,), x~f(.ul, . . .._ u,) or X&Y, and 
(ii) no surface variable of C is a root or internal variable of C. 
A useful property of flatness is that it is preserved by resolution and factoring. 
Observation 4.3 (Cox and Pietrzykowski [9, Theorem I]). Suppose that binary resolu- 
tion is applied to flat clauses A and B to yield the resolrent C with mgu o. Then C is ,ffat 
and ,for every internal or root variable .Y of‘ A or B, xo is a variable. Similarly, if‘ A is ,flat 
and two liter& of A are factored to yield the clause Ao for some substitution o, then Ao 
is jut and for every internal or root vuriable .x of‘ A, xo is a variable. 
Definition 4.4. Let C be a Horn clause. An elementary flattening of C is obtained by 
either 
(i) replacing some of the non-surface occurrences of a non-variable term t by a new 
variable y and adding the equality y G t to the body, or 
(ii) replacing some of the surface occurrences of a root or internal variable .Y of C by 
a new variable y and adding the equality .X&J’ to the body. 
An elementary flattening of the set of clauses Se is obtained by replacing a clause in 
JZZ by an elementary flattening of that clause. 
Modifying a clause C by successive elementary flattenings eventually results in a flat 
clause (a _flattening of C) which cannot be flattened any further [9, Theorem 21. 
Flattenings may be thought of as explicit and efficient representations of the term 
structure. In a flattening of C, the term structure is directly accessible to the deduction 
rules. 
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Definition 4.5. Let C be a clause. Then FLAT(C) denotes a (arbitrary but fixed) 
flattening of C. 
Brand [3] shows that the transformation FLAT subsumes the substitutivity ax- 
ioms. 
Flattenings of the equality axioms are given as follows. 
Flat predicate suhstituticity: The flat predicate substitutivity axioms are the clauses 
of the form 
P(Xl, ...,Xi- I,X...):-P(Xl,...,Xi_~,y...), X&Z, y&Z, 
where P is a predicate symbol. 
Flat function substitutioity: The flat function substitutivity axioms are the clauses of 
the form 
where f is a function symbol. 
Flat transitit’ity: x A z:-x 5 u, y A u, y A z. 
Flat symmetry: x&z:-J’AZ, ye u, x-u. 
Flut rejfexioity: x A y:-x my. 
Observe that the transitivity and the symmetry axioms have the same flattening, while 
the flattening of reflexivity is tautological. Let Eb and E; be the set of flat predicate 
and the set of flat function substitutivity axioms, respectively. Let T’ be the flat 
transitivity axiom. Let Eq’=Eku Eju{ T’, Re} and Eqlp= E>u( T’, Re). 
Observation 4.6. Eqk is equitialent to Eq,. Eq’ is equivalent to Eq. 
The following theorem and its corollary justify the use of FLAT(&) in place of d as 
the set of input clauses for deduction in the presence of equality by establishing 
equivalence for FLAT. 
Theorem 4.1 (Cox and Pietrzykowski [9]). Let ~2 be a set of clauses and d’ an 
elementary jlattening of d. Then A&’ is Eq-equicalent to ~2’. 
Corollary 4.8. Let J& he a set of clauses. Then d is Eq-equivalent to FLAT(d). 
If only the predicate substitutivity axioms are to be subsumed, then a version of 
flatness for predicate and positive root terms can be used. 
Definition 4.9. A clause C is predicate flat (abbreviated by p-jut) iff 
(i) every predicate term and every positive root term of C are variables, 
(ii) if x is a predicate term, then x has only predicate and negative root occurrences, 
(iii) if p:x is a positive root occurrence of x, then the other occurrences of x are 
negative root occurrences. 
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Given a clause C, a p-flat clause PFLAT(C) is obtained by applying the following 
transformation to C: For every predicate term t which does not satisfy (i) or (ii), 
replace each predicate occurrence oft by a new variable x and add the equality x A t to 
the body of C; for every positive root term t and positive root occurrence ~:t oft that 
does not satisfy (i) or (iii), replace p:t by a new variable y and add the equality y* t to 
the body of C. 
Lemma 4.10. For arry set of clauses ~2, & is Eq,-equivalent to PFLAT(&)). 
Proof, For any clause A, the transformation of A to PFLAT( A) requires only the use 
of the predicate substitutivity axioms, T’, Re and factoring. A can be obtained from 
PFLAT(A) by resolutions with Re. n 
A p-flat clause is not necessarily flat. Example: ::f‘(_u)=q( x). Nor is a flat clause 
necessarily p-flat. Example: :- P(X), .us.f(x). The property of being p-flat is not 
preserved by factoring. However, it is preserved by resolution. 
Lemma 4.11. Ecerg resoluent C 01’ p-jut clauses A and B is pyjlat. 
Proof. Let C be a resolvent of A and B with mgu cr. Let L and M be the selected 
literals of A and B, respectively. Then A = A’ v L, B = B’ v M and C = A’cr v B’o. We 
can assume that 0 only affects variables which occur in L or M and if x#y and 
.ucr=ya, then both x and y occur in {L, M ). By symmetry, we can assume that L is 
a positive literal. 
Case 1: L is not an equality. Then L and M have atoms of the form P(u, , . . . , x,), so 
that g is variable-pure. Only predicate variables of A and B are affected by 0. The 
result follows. 
Case 2: L is an equality .Y + t. Then the atom of M is given by s G t’ for some terms 
s and t’. Neither t nor t’ contains predicate or positive root variables of A or B and .Y is 
a positive root variable of A. Ifs is not a predicate or positive root variable of B, then 
(T does not affect any predicate variables of A or B; nor does it affect any positive root 
variables of A’ or B and the result follows. Suppose that s is the variable ~1, where y is 
a predicate or positive root variable of B’. Then ya = sg and yo is a variable. Without 
loss of generality, yo = y. If y is a variable of zo for some variable z, then z =x or z = ~1. 
Since x has only negative root occurrences in A’, so does y in A’o. Since cr does not 
affect predicate or positive root variables of A and B other than Y and ~1, the result 
fol1ows. 0 
Though fattening subsumes the substitutivity axioms, flattening alone does not 
also subsume transitivity and symmetry, as the following example shows. 
Example 4.12. Let a, h and c be constant symbols and P a relation symbol. Let 
XI consist of the flat clauses 
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(1) P(x):-x&a, 
(2) XGc:-x&& 
(3) X&Cc.-X&b, 
(4) :-P(x), X&b. 
The set of clauses &’ does not have a model where A denotes an equivalence relation. 
However, the following model on {a, h, c} satisfies JZZ u { Re ): 
M={a&u, hAb, c-c, Cl&C, h&C, P(u)}. 
In order to subsume transitivity and symmetry, we need another transformation. 
Definition 4.13. Let C be a clause with an equality in its head. Then C is symmetric iff 
C is of the form 
x&u:-XGV, s&vu, y&u, y-t, M, 
for some terms s and t and set of atoms M, where x, y, u and v do not occur in M, s or t. 
The set of clauses JZZ’ is symmetrized iff every clause C of d with an equality in its head 
is symmetric. 
Definition 4.14. Let & be a set of Horn clauses. The symmetrization SYM(&‘) of 
d consists of 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
the clauses of d without equalities in their heads, 
the symmetric clauses of d, and 
for every clause of the form so t:-M in ~2 which is not symmetric, the clause 
given by 
x-u:-x&v, s-v, y&u, y~t,M. 
In Section 7 we show that the transformation SYM subsumes transitivity and 
symmetry. This strengthens the corresponding result of Chan [4]. In order to subsume 
the substitutivity axioms as well as transitivity and symmetry, the transformations 
SYM and FLAT are composed (see Section 8). 
Observation 4.15. For every set of Horn clauses d, SYM(&) is symmetrized and { T’, 
Re}-equivalent to &. SYM(&) can be deduced ,from SI by using resolution with T’. 
To symmetrize s G t :- M, the following steps can be used: 
T’: XLLl--.Y&V, Y&V, YAU, 
resolution with T’: x~,:-x~v,y~w, x, Z&V, Y&U, 
resolution with s&t:-M: XAU:-x&v, y&t, s&v, y&u, M. 
Observation 4.16. If d is a set of jut (p-Jat) Horn clauses, then 
( P-JQf). 
SYM(sl) is flat 
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The following example shows that (p-)flattening, symmetrization and using resolu- 
tion and reflexivity as deduction rules do not satisfy abductive completeness for Eq,. 
Example 4.17. Let ,d consist of the two clauses 
(1) :-R(x,.u), X&U, 
(2) Z~u:--z~l’, X&L’, Y&U, y&O, X&h. 
Note that & is p-flat, flat and symmetrized. Clause (2) is the symmetrization of 
s--Lu:--.YA~. Let C be the clause 
Then d Eq,-implies C. Suppose that C’ is a goal clause deducible from 21 using 
resolution and reflexivity. Then C’ is of the form :-R(s.s), A4 where M consists of 
equalities. No such clause equationally implies C. 
The above example suggests that to obtain abductive completeness for Eq,, 
internal occurrences of a variable should be unique. We strengthen flattening and 
p-flattening by separating repeated internal variables using initial applications of the 
substitutivity axioms. In the case of flattening, this will also subsume some deductive 
uses of function substitutivity (Theorem 6.3). 
Definition 4.18. The clause C is scparafed in the variable x iff 
(i) every literal of C has at most one occurrence of X, and 
(ii) .Y has at most one internal occurrence. 
The clause C is ,fuIIy separated in the variable .Y iff C is separated in Y and 
(iii) s has at most two surface occurrences, and 
(iv) if p:s is a positive root occurrence of X, then the other occurrences of s are 
negative root occurrences. 
The clause C if (,filI~~) separated iff C is (fully) separated in every variable; and C is 
predicate separutrd (abbreviated by p-separated) iff C is separated in every predicate 
variable and fully separated in every positive root variable. 
Observation 4.19. A jiill~~ sepuruted &use is separated and a sepuruted p:flat c~luuse is 
p-separuted. A p-separated ,jlat clause is p:jlut. 
Observation 4.20. Jf .d is a set of separated ,jlut Horn cluusr.s, then SYM( ~2’) is 
separated and ,jat. !f’ .sZ is u set C$ p-separated p:jlat Horn clauses, then SYM (d) is 
p-separated and p$ut. 
Separated and fully separated fat clauses can be obtained from a given flat clause 
using the following constructions. 
Definition 4.21. Let C be a flat clause. The clause SEP( C) is the separated flat clause 
obtained by applying the following transformation to C: For every variable x such 
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that C is not separated in x, replace each internal occurrence of x by a new variable xi 
and add the equalities x-y, x1-y, x2-y,... to the body of C (where y is a new 
surface variable). 
The clause FULSEP( C) is the fully separated flat clause obtained by applying the 
following transformation to SEP( C): for every variable x of SEP( C) which has n > 2 
surface occurrences in SEP( C), replace each occurrence of x by a new variable xi and 
add the equalitiesy&x,, y-x2, . . . to the body of SEP( C) (where y is a new variable). 
For every positive root variable x such that SEP( C) is not fully separated in x, replace 
each positive root occurrence of x by a new variable .Yi and add the equalities xi G yi, 
x&y; to the body of SEP(C) for each i (where the yi are new variables). 
P-separated p-flat clauses can be obtained from a p-flat or flat clause in a similar 
fashion. 
Definition 4.22. Let C be a p-flat or flat clause. The clause PSEP( C) is the p-separated 
p-flat clause obtained by applying the following transformation to C: For every 
predicate variable x such that C is not separated in x, replace each predicate 
occurrence of x by a new variable xi and add the equalities x G y, x r A y, x2 A y, . . to 
the body of C (where y is a new variable); for every positive root variable x such that 
C is not fully separated in x, replace each positive root occurrence of x by a new 
variable xi and add the equalities x-y, x, &y, x2 G y, . . . to the body of C (where y is 
a new variable). 
In Section 6 we show that the transformation PSEPo PFLAT subsumes predicate 
substitutivity in a strong sense. This will yield abductive completeness for Eq, with the 
transformation SY M 0 PSEP 0 PFLAT. 
Observation 4.23. Let C be a jlat clause. The clauses SEP(C), and FULSEP(C) are 
Eq-equivalent to C. The clause FULSEP(C) can be deduced from SEP(C) by using 
resolution with T’ and with Re. 
Example 4.24. Suppose that SEP( C) is of the form u&x:-v-x, w AX, M where 
x does not occur in M. To obtain FULSEP(C), the extra occurrences of x can be 
removed by first using T’ three times to obtain 
u~xl:-v~x~, w&x3, y,~x,, y,rx, y2~xx,, y,~xx, y3gx3, y,~x, M 
and then resolving the literals yi&x with Re which yields 
UGX~:-VGX~, w&x3, x&x1, x&x2, x&x3, M. 
If SEP( C) is of the form x G u:- M where x has internal occurrences in M, T’ can be 
used once to obtain 
X,~u:-xl&yl, x&y,, M. 
Observation 4.25. Let C be a pjlat clause. Then PSEP(C) is Eq,-equivalent to C. 
The transformation FULSEP is auxilliary. Its usefulness derives from the following 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.26. Let A and B be ,firll~~ separated ,jlat c/awes and lrt C be a binary resolvent 
of A und B. Then C is jirlly separated and Jut. 
Proof. By Observation 4.1, C is flat. Let L and M be the literals resolved in A and B. 
respectively. We can assume that A and B share no variables. Let A’ and B’ be the 
clauses obtained by removing L and M from A and B, respectively. Let 0 be the mgu 
of L and M. We can assume that x~=.Y unless x is a variable of L or M. We have 
Lo=lMo and C=(A’v B’)o. 
There are four cases depending on which of L and M have surface variables (i.e. are 
of the form x G _V or 1 x A y). By symmetry, this reduces to three cases: we can assume 
that if L has a surface variable, then so does M. It follows that for every variable .Y of 
A. XCJ is a variable. By flatness and condition (i) on the variables of separated clauses, 
cr is one-to-one on the set of variables of A and also on the set of variables of B. We can 
therefore assume (by variable renaming) that .ycr=.~ for every variable x of A. Thus 
L= Lo and A’= A’o. 
If _Y is a variable which does not occur in L, then x occurs in at most one of A’ and 
B’o. The properties of (T imply that C is fully separated in s. 
Suppose that .Y is an internal variable of L. Then .Y has no internal or positive root 
occurrences in A’. If the atom of M is of the form r~,f(u) or R(u), then .Y has only 
negative root occurrences in B’o so that C is fully separated in X. If the atom of M is of 
the form V-U, then u has at most one occurrence in B’, so that _Y has at most one 
occurrence in B’a which is internal. 
Suppose that s is the root variable of L. If L is a positive literal, then x has only 
negative root occurrences in A’. Since cr is one-to-one on the variables of B, Ba is fully 
separated in s. It follows that C is fully separated in X. If L is a negative literal, then 
Mo is a positive literal, so that x has only negative root occurrences in B’o. Again, C is 
fully separated in Y. 
Finally, suppose that .Y is the surface variable of L. Then x is a surface variable of A’ 
and B’a with at most one occurrence in each of these clauses. It follows that C is fully 
separated in X. [7 
Lemma 4.27. Let A be a fully separated ,flat clause. !f C is the binary rrsolvent of 
A with a ,flat predicate substitutivity a.uiom, then C is jiilly separated. Ii C is the binary 
resolvent of A with a fiat ,finction suhstitutivity axiom where the selected literal q/’ 
A does not hare a surface variable, then C is fidly separated. 
Proof. The clause C differs from A only insofar as an internal occurrence of a variable 
.x of A has been replaced by a new variable y, and the equalities x ~:z and y&z have 
been added to the body of A for a new variable z. C 
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If the selected literal of the clause A of the previous lemma has a surface variable, 
then it is necessary to use a fully separated version of function substitutivity to 
guarantee that the resolvent is fully separated. 
The property of being p-separated and p-flat is also preserved by resolution and 
applications of predicate substitutivity. 
Lemma 4.28. Let A and B be p-separated p-flat clauses and D a flat predicate 
substituticity axiom. Then the binary resolvents of’ A and B and of A and D are 
p-separated and p$at. 
Proof. That the resolvents are p-flat follows from Lemma 4.11. The fact that the 
resolvent of A and D is p-separated follows by inspection as in the proof of Lemma 
4.27. A p-flat clause is p-separated iff each predicate variable has exactly one predicate 
occurrence. If the selected literal L of A has a predicate symbol, then this holds for the 
resolvent C of A and B. If L is a positive equality literal, it suffices to observe that by 
p-flatness, the positive root variable of L has no predicate occurrences in A. 0 
5. Surface deduction rules 
In addition to binary resolution, surface deduction includes the following rules: 
(i) Root factoring. The clause C’ is a root factor of C iff C’ is obtained by factoring 
two equalities of C with the same root term. 
(ii) Surface fkctoring. The clause C’ is a surface factor of C iff C’ is obtained by 
factoring two equalities of C with the same surface term. 
(iii) Root compression. The clause C’ is a root compression of C iff C’ is obtained by 
removal of an equality x G t from the body of C, where x has only one occurrence in C. 
(iv) Surface compression. The clause C’ is a surface compression of C iff C’ is 
obtained by removal of an equality x A I; from the body of C, where u has only one 
occurrence in C. 
(v) Function introduction. The clause C’ is obtained from C by function introduc- 
tion iff, to obtain C’, an equality literal x A u in the body of C is replaced by x ~f( z), 
u is replaced byf(y) in the other literals of C and the equalities y&u and z-u are 
added to the body of C (where y, z and u are new variables). 
A compression is a root or surface compression. A compression of a clause C is the 
result of applying a sequence of compressions to C. The soundness of rules (i))(iv) (in 
the presence of equality) is shown in [9]. The rules preserve flatness. The only rule 
which does not preserve p-flatness is surface factoring. Function introduction applied 
to a fully separated flat clause yields a fully separated flat clause. 
Definition 5.1. Let S denote the set of rules (i)-(iv). The function introduction rule is 
denoted by I,. 
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The function introduction rule allows a restricted use of function substitutivity and 
is required if surface deduction is used for deductive purposes in the presence of full 
equality. It is desirable to restrict the use of function introduction and Theorem 10.2 
shows how this can be done. However, one could ask the following question: Are there 
transformations which satisfy equivalence and abductive completeness for Eq using 
only reflexivity and resolution as deduction rules? The following example shows that 
unless the transformation introduces function symbols not originally present, the 
answer is no. 
Example 5.2. Let .d consist of the two clauses 
(1) :X7&:, 
(2) c&d:-. 
Let f’ be a new function symbol. Then d Q-implies the goal clause C given by 
:-U&~(C), h&f’(d). Suppose that d is transformed to an Q-equivalent set of clauses 
~2’ which contains no function and predicate symbols other than u, h, c and d. Then 
~2’ is Eq-consistent. If D is a goal clause Eq-implied by sl’, then D is Eq-consistent. 
Suppose that D contains no function or relation symbols other than a, h. c and d (as is 
the case if it has been deduced from s/’ using resolution and reflexivity). Then D is 
satisfied by any equational model where no nonreflexive identity holds among a, h, (’ 
and d. There is such a model where a ~_.f( c) and h ~,f( Ii) both hold, so that D does not 
Eq-imply C. 
Rules (i))(iv) defined above are used to subsume the reflexivity axiom. The next 
three lemmas clarify the relationship between deduction by resolution with Rr and the 
factoring and compression rules of surface deduction. They show that these rules 
subsume all resolutions of Re which preserve flatness (Lemma 5.4). 
Lemma 5.3. Let :+D he a goal clause of the ,fi>rm :-x1 A tl, . . . . . xk- t,. Suppose thut 
{:+D, Re} is refutable. Then :+D has u root variable xi such that xi is not an internal 
variable of 1-D. 
Proof (outline). The lemma follows from results of Baxter [l] and Paterson and 
Wegman [20]. Let G be the digraph with vertices the root variables of D, where .Yi is 
connected to .~j iff Xj is an internal variable of xi A ti. If the conclusion of the lemma 
does not hold, then every vertex of G has nonzero indegree, which implies that G has 
a cycle. Intuitively, this implies that the unification of the literals of D with Re will 
eventually fail due to a unification cycle. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Let 1-C be a jlut goal clause. Jf :-C’ is a ,jlut you1 clause obtained ,fLom 1-C 
by a sequence of binary resolutions with Re, then I-C’ cun be obtuined ji-om 1-C bJ 
a sequence qf root and surfhce,fuctorings and compressions. 
Proof. Let R be a deduction of :-C’ from :-C using binary resolution with Re. Let 
c be the compositions of the mgu’s obtained in R. Let A be the set of atoms of 
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C resolved with Re in R. Thus :-C is given by :-A, B for some set of atoms B and 
Bo=C’. 
The proof proceeds by induction on the number of atoms in A. If A is empty, then 
the result is trivial. Suppose that A contains n 3 1 atoms. Since every literal of :-A can 
be resolved with Re to yield the empty clause, Lemma 5.3 implies that there is a root 
variable ?I of :-A with no internal occurrences in :-A. 
Case 1: Suppose that x has no occurrences in :-B. Then x is not an internal variable 
of :-C. Let :-C” be the clause obtained from :-C by resolving the atoms having root 
variable x with Re. By flatness, .Y has only root occurrences in :+C. There is a function 
symbol f such that all atoms of :-C with root variable .Y are of the form .u&,f(y) or 
x&y. The clause :-C” can be obtained by root factoring these atoms and removing 
the remaining atom with root variable _Y by root compression. Since these operations 
preserve flatness, :-Cl’ is flat. Since :+C’ is deducible from :-Cl’ by resolving fewer than 
n atoms with Re, the induction hypothesis yields the desired result. 
Case 2: Suppose that .Y occurs in :-B. Since :-Ba is flat and x is not a surface 
variable, xo is a variable. This implies that every atom of :-A with root variable x is of 
the form x G y. Let x G y be such an atom of :-A. Since ya = .w, y does not have any 
surface occurrences in :-B. By flatness of C, y does not occur in :-B. Resolution of all 
the atoms of the form z&y with Re in :-C results in a flat clause :-C”, which can also 
be obtained by surface factoring all such atoms and removing the last remaining atom 
with surface variable y by compression. Again the induction hypothesis yields the 
desired result. 0 
6. Surface deduction without substitutivity 
The next theorem due to Brand [3] shows that flattening subsumes the substitutiv- 
ity axioms. 
Theorem 6.1. Let & be a set of flat Horn clauses. Then Au Eq’ is refutable ifs 
&‘u { T’, Re} is refutable. 
Brand’s proof of this result (applicable to any first-order theory) uses a model 
transformation technique. For Horn clause theories, this can also be proved by proof 
transformations eliminating all uses of the substitutivity axioms. 
Stronger results (needed for the abductive completeness results) are obtained if the 
input clauses are assumed to be fully separated and flat or p-separated and p-flat. 
Theorem 6.2. Let ~2 he a set of fully separated ,flat Horn clauses. Lf the goal clause 1-C 
can be Eq’-deduced from d, then there exists a goal clause :-C’ such that :-C’cr c 1-C 
for some substitution a and I-C’ can be {I,, T’, Re)-deduced from &. Conversely, if 
:-C’ can be {I,, T’, Re)-deduced from ~2, then :-C’ can be deduced from &u Eq’. 
Proof. Let Ef be the set of clauses of the form 
(These are the fully separated function substitutivity axioms.) Then &fu ( Re 1 is 
equivalent to E>u [ Rej. In fact, E;u (Re) is deducible from Efu [ Re 1, and vice 
versa, using resolution only. Thus the second statement of the theorem is immediate: 
and for the first one we can assume that :+C is deducible from .du lZfu Eqb. 
Let R be a deduction of :-C from JZZ u Ef’u Eqb. We can assume that all resolutions 
with Re occur at the end of the deduction. Thus, R yields a goal clause :+D derived 
from &‘u Efu E> u i T’i such that :-C is deducible from ( :-D, Re ]. Observe that T’ is 
a fully separated clause. We will show that resolutions with the substitutivity axioms 
can be replaced by resolutions with T’, factoring and applications of I, such that 
a clause :-D’ with :-D’ E :-D is obtained. 
By Lemmas 4.26 and 4.27, all clauses in R that come before :-D (including :+D) are 
fully separated and flat. Let :-D, be such a clause and suppose that a substitutivity 
axiom is applied to :YD, in the next step of the deduction to yield the clause :-D2. 
Suppose first that a predicate substitutivity axiom is applied to :-D,. Then there is 
a variable with predicate occurrence at position p of :-D, such that for new variables 
J’ and z, :+D2 is given by :+D, [ p:s,/y], JJ A I, .Y A z. Since :-D, is fully separated, .Y has 
only one internal occurrence in :-D,. If s has no negative root occurrences, then 
:+D1 [p:x/y] is a variant of :-D,. The application of predicate substitutivity can be 
removed and the deduction continued to obtain a subclause of :-D. (Note that by 
flatness, the variable Y is not bound to a nonvariable term in the original deduction.) 
Suppose pl, . . ..p., are the positions of the root occurrences of X. By resolving every 
equality having root variable Y with T’ we obtain a clause of the form 
Factoring the equalities yi&=ii yields a variant of the clause :+Dz. It follows that we 
can replace each use of predicate substitutivity in R by resolutions with T’ and 
factoring. 
If an axiom from Ef is applied to :-D,, then there are two cases. If the selected 
literal has a surface variable, then this is equivalent to a use of I,. If not, then the 
deduction step which yields :-D, from :-D, can be replaced by a sequence of 
successive applications of axioms from E;, each of which can be eliminated in favor of 
applications of T’ and factorings or losses of some equality literals, as was done with 
the predicate substitutivity axioms. 
The factorings can be removed from the deduction of :-D’ by adding extra 
resolution and function introduction steps (function introduction is just a special case 
of resolution with a function substitutivity axiom). If this is done, then a clause :-D” is 
obtained such that for some substitution o’, :-D”a’=:-D’. :-D” is obtained from 
du ( T’} using resolution and I,. Using g’, each literal of :+D” corresponds to some 
literal of :+D’ G :-D. The clause :-C is obtained from :-D by resolving some of the 
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literals of :-D with Re. Resolving the corresponding literals of :-D” with Re yields 
a clause :-C’ such that, for some substitution cr, :-C’a G :-C; which is as desired. 0 
Theorem 6.2 yields our first abductive completeness result: 
Theorem 6.3. Let d be a set of separated flat Horn clauses. Then & Eq-implies 1-C $f 
there is a clause :-C’ which is {I,, T’}-deducible from d such that :-C’ { Re}-implies 
1-C’. 
Proof. The “if” direction is immediate. 
For the “only if” direction, first convert d to an Eq-equivalent fully separated form 
d’ by using T’ and Re (see Observation 4.23). Since Eq is equivalent to Eq’, Theorem 
3.1 implies that there is a clause :-Ci such that :-C, implies :-C and :-Ci is 
Eq’-deducible from d’. By Theorem 6.2, a clause :+C2 can be {I,, T’, Re}-deduced 
from .d’ such that :-CZ implies :-Cl. Thus there is a deduction of :-C2 from d using 
I,, T’ and Re. By delaying the resolutions with Re to the end of the deduction, a clause 
:+C’ is obtained which { Ref-implies :-C2. Thus :-C’ is as desired. 0 
Theorem 6.4. Let &’ be a set of p-separated p-jlat Horn clauses. Jf the goal clause :-C 
can be Eqk-deduced ,from JZI, then there exists a qoul clause 1-C’ such that ,for some 
o:-C’~T G 1-C and Z-C’ can be ( T’, Re)-deduced from A@‘. 
Proof. A simplified version of the proof of Theorem 6.1 also yields this result: Since 
p-separatedness and p-flatness are preserved in a deduction from d v Eqk which does 
not use Re, resolutions with the predicate substitutivity axioms can be removed as 
before. 0 
7. Surface deduction without transitivity 
In this section we prove that symmetrization subsumes the flat transitivity axiom. 
In order to obtain abductive completeness, we prove a stronger result which allows for 
a subset of the input clauses to be transformed by a procedure different from 
symmetrization, but which also subsumes flat transitivity. 
Definition 7.1. Let g be a set of Horn clauses. Then the trunsitiae, symmetric closure of 
99, denoted by g*, is the least set of clauses including g which satisfies: 
(i) If r&s:-C is in &?*, then s&r:-C is in g*, and 
(ii) if s-r,:-C1, r,&t:-C2 are in 99*, p is the mgu of rl and r2, and spftu, then 
sultp:-C1p, C2u is in a*. 
Theorem 7.2. Let Yqz and 23 be sets of Horn clauses. Then SYM( &‘;4) u9* u ( T’, Re) is 
satisfiable ifs SY M (d) u .?iY* u { Re ) is satisfiable. 
Proof. The “only if” direction is immediate. 
Let &, and di be the sets of ground instances of the clauses in 
SYM(d)u99*u{T’,ReJ and SYM(.d)u39*u{Rej, respectively. 
To prove the “if” direction, assume that Ai is satisfiable and let H be the minimal 
Herbrand model of Ldi. We will show that H satisfies transitivity and symmetry, so 
that H satisfies flat transitivity. This gives H+d’,, which (by Herbrand’s theorem) 
implies the result. 
To show that H + .Y~z:-.Y~~,_v~~, we show that for every three ground terms r, s, 
and t, if H t= r AS and H t= s A t, then H + I’ A t. By minimality of H, for every ground 
atom A, H I= A iff (:-A, ~2~) is refutable. For the remainder of this proof, all refutations 
and derivations use J#‘~ as the set of input clauses. Suppose that there are refutations 
R,,,, and R,7,, of :-r&s and :-s&t, respectively. Let m and II be the number of 
resolution steps in R,,, and RyAt, respectively. To obtain a refutation of :-rh t. we 
proceed by induction on m + n. 
If r=s, s=t or r=f, then the result is clear. Assume that rfs, sf t and r# t. Let 
r&s:-C and s&t:-D be the input clauses in the first steps of R,,, and R,,,,, 
respectively. Neither of these clauses is an instance of reflexivity. If both r A s- C and 
s & t:-D are ground instances of clauses in 98 *, then by the closure properties of .@*, 
r A r:-C, D is a ground instance of a clause in !3*. Since :-C and :-D are refutable, so is 
:-r&t. 
If rls:+C is a ground instance C’o of a clause C’ in SYM(,&). then C’ is given by 
X&U:-.Y~c, s’G~., y-u, y&t’, M, 
where x, y, IA and c do not occur in s’, t’ or M. We have xo=r and UO= s. Another 
ground instance C” of C’ is given by 
r&t:-r&co. .S’~JAW, yo&t, yg&tr’a, MO. 
The refutation R,,,, yields refutations of :-r+cg, :-s’cr~vo, :+yo~s, :+yas t’o and 
:-MO. The refutation of :-yo G s requires at most m -4 steps. Since :-.s G t is refutable 
in n steps, the induction hypothesis shows that there is a refutation of :-_~a~ t. Thus all 
the goals in the body of C” are refutable, and therefore :-r&t is refutable. 
If s A t :-D is a ground instance D’o of a clause D’ in SYM (d), then D’ is given by 
X&U:-.YGP, S’AC, y&u, y&r’, M, 
where x, y, u and ~1 do not occur in s’, t’ or M. We have Y~J = s and uo = t. Another 
ground instance D” of D’ is given by 
r&t:-r&vo, s’cr~vcr, ycr&t, ycr&t’cr, MO. 
The refutation R,7,, yields refutations of :--SI ~‘0, :-S’G- c’r~, :-y~-t, :-yak t’o and 
:-Ma. The refutation of :-s G cu requires at most n - 4 steps. Since :-r k s is refutable 
in m steps, the induction hypothesis shows that there is a refutation of :-r G LV. Thus 
all the goals in the body of D” are refutable, and therefore :-r A t is refutable. 
This completes the inductive proof of H +X G z:+_Y G ~1, y I z. 
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To show that H I= x A y:-y A x, we show that for every two ground terms Y and s, if 
H +r AS then H +s~r. We proceed as in the proof that H satisfies transitivity. 
Suppose that there is a refutation R,,, of :-r&s. Let m be the number of resolution 
steps in R,,,. To obtain a refutation of :-s G r, we proceed by induction on m. If r = s, 
then the result is trivial. Assume that r fs. Let r&s:-C be the input clause in the first 
step of R,,,. Then r&,s:+C is not an instance of reflexivity. If r&s:-C is a ground 
instance of a clause in %?*, then the closure properties of 9?* imply that s&r:-C is 
a ground instance of a clause in g *. It follows that :-s&r is refutable. 
Suppose that r&s:-C, is a ground instance C’o of a clause C’ in SYM(&). Then C’ 
is given by 
where X, y, u and v do not occur in s’, t ’ or M. We have .UJ = r and uo = s. Another 
ground instance C” of C’ is given by 
.s-r:-s-yo, s’o~yo, vo-r, v(~~:t’o, Mo. 
The refutation R,,, yields refutations of :+r G C’O, :-S’O G ZX, :-you s, :+yo G t’c and 
:-Ma. Each of these refutations requires at most m - 4 steps. By induction, we obtain 
refutations of :+s ~ya and :-veer. Since H satisfies transitivity, refutability of 
:-s’g & ~‘0, :-LV G r, :-r A s and :-s G ya yields refutability of :-S’O G ye. Refutability of 
:+c‘o~r, :-r&s, :-soya and :-ya~t’a yields refutability of :-t.art’a. This shows that 
the goals in the body of C” are refutable, so that :-s&r is refutable, as desired. 
This completes the proof. 0 
8. Some completeness results 
The next theorem yields refutation completeness for the transformation 
SY M 0 FLAT. 
Theorem 8.1. Let d he (I set of Horn clauses. Then d is Eq-inconsistent $7 
SYM(FLAT(d))ujRe) is refutable. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that & and SYM(FLAT( &‘)) are Eq-equivalent and 
by Theorems 6.1 and 7.2. 0 
Corollary 8.2. Let d be a set of Horn clauses. Then d is Eq-inconsistent jf 
SYM(FLAT( &‘)) is S-refutable. 
Proof. It suffices to observe that in any refutation of SYM(FLAT(&))u{ReJ, the 
uses of reflexivity can be assumed to be at the end of the refutation. It follows that if 
JZZ is equationally inconsistent, then there is a list of equalities E such that :-E is 
deducible from SYM(FLAT(&‘)) and :-E is refutable with Re. Lemma 5.4 now yields 
the result. 0 
Theorem 7.2 yields abductive completeness for { T’, Re) with the transformation 
SYM: 
Theorem 8.3. Let SZI he a set ofHorn clauses. Then sl ( T’, Re}-implies 1-C if there is 
a clause :+C’ such that I-C’ is deducible ,fbom SYM( G!) and Z-C’ { T’, ReJ-implies :-C. 
Proof. The “if” direction follows from the fact that SYM(&) is ( T’, Re}-equivalent 
to .p/. 
For the “only if” direction, we can assume that & is symmetrized. Otherwise, 
replace .G! by SY M (d) and note that if B is symmetrized, then SY M (B) = B. Let V be 
a Skolemization of the facts in the negation of :-C. Then &uWu { T’, Re) is 
inconsistent. By Theorem 7.2, ,du%?*u i Re} is inconsistent. Let R be a refutation 
of &‘uY* u { Re ). By delaying resolutions with facts from %‘?* u { Re) to the end 
of the refutation, it can be seen that R deduces a clause :-C’ from & such 
that (:-C’) u%Y*ujRei is refutable. Since % u ( T’, Re) implies %* u ( Re ), 
{:-C’) u%‘u { T’, Re i is inconsistent. By the properties of Skolemization. :-C’ ( T’, 
Rr)-implies :-C. U 
The next theorem yields abductive completeness for Eq, with the transformation 
SYM 3 PSEP q PFLAT. 
Theorem 8.4. Let .d be a set of’ Horn clauses and 1-C a goal clause. Then d Eq,- 
implies :-C $f’ there is a goal clause :-C’ such that :+C’ ( T’, Re}-implies z-C, and I-C’ is 
deducible porn SYM(PSEP(PFLAT(&))). 
Proof. The “if” direction follows from the fact that SYM(PSEP(PFLAT(.d))) is 
Eq,-equivalent to .d. 
For the “only if” direction we can assume that ~2 is symmetrized, p-separated and 
p-flat. Otherwise, replace d by SYM(PSEP(PFLAT(&‘))) and note that if B is 
symmetrized, p-separated and p-flat, then SYM(PSEP(PFLAT( B)))= B. Since Eq, 
and Eqb are equivalent, Theorem 3.1 implies that there is a clause :-Cr such that :-C, 
implies :-C and :-Cl is Eq>-deducible from .c4. By Theorem 6.4, there exists a clause 
:-Cl such that :-C2 implies :-C, and :-CZ is { T’, Re i-deducible from d. By Theorem 
X.3, there is a clause :-C’ such that :-C’ ( T’, Re j-implies :-C2 and :-C’ is deducible 
from sl’. 0 
The next theorem is a simple deductive result for equational logic programs. This 
result is useful for abduction whenever the equality theory of the domain under 
consideration is well understood. 
Theorem 8.5. Let (P, &) he an equational logic program and :-A a goal clause. [f 
9u [:-A} 8 u Eq,-implies a goal clause :- C, then there exists II goal clause z-C’ 
deducible jiorn PSEP(PFLAT(9u{:-A})) such that 1-C’ &u{ T’,Rej-implies :-C. 
Note that & may include the function substitutivity axioms to yield full equality. 
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Proof. We can assume that Yu { :-A} is p-separated and p-flat. Otherwise replace 
.?? by PSEP(PFLAT(Y)) and :-A by PSEP(PFLAT(:-A)). Since 9 contains no 
positive equality literals, 9 is symmetric. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a clause :-Cl 
such that :-Cl implies :-C and :-Cl is deducible from :-A using .YubuEq~. Let R be 
a deduction of :-Cl from :-A using Pu8uEq~. The fact that none of the clauses in 
9 u Eb have positive equality literals and the clauses of&u ( T’, Re} have no negative 
nonequality literals implies that it can be assumed that in the deduction R, no 
resolution with a clause from Yu Eb follows a resolution with a clause from b. Thus 
a clause :-CZ is obtained from ,Yu {:-A} and Eq, such that :-CZ &u { T’, Re}-implies 
:-Cl. By Theorem 8.4, there is a clause :-C’ which is deducible from .Yu { :-A} such 
that :-C’j T’, Re}-implies :-C2. It follows that :-C’bu ( T’, Re}-implies :-C, which is 
as desired. 0 
9. Equational implication 
The remaining deductive completeness results and the characterization of equa- 
tional implication require an analysis of the circumstances under which :-C’ { T’, Re i - 
implies C. For this purpose, we need one more transformation. 
Definition 9.1. Let :-C be a flat goal clause. Then :-C is reduced iff :-C has no surface 
variables and no two equalities of :-C have the same right-hand sides. A reduced 
clause REDU(:-C) is obtained from :-C by factoring equalities with identical right- 
hand sides until all right-hand sides are distinct, and by removing all remaining 
equalities with surface variables by surface compression. 
Observation 9.2. For every ,flat goal clause :-C, REDU(:-C) is equationally equivalent 
to 1-c. 
Definition 9.3. A substitution rr is an Re-substitution from :-C’ to :-C iff 
(i) for each atom L of :-Cl, either Lo is of the form t&t, or La is an atom of :-C, in 
which case for every variable x of L, xd is a variable, 
(ii) if .x G t and y&t are atoms of :-C’, then xrr = ya. 
A weak Re-substitution from :-C’ to :-C is a substitution 0 such that :-C’a consists of 
atoms of :-C and atoms of the form t&t. 
Theorem 9.4. Let 1-C be a reduced jut goal clause and z-C’ a Jiut goal clause such that 
1-C’ { T’, Re)-implies 1-C. Then there is an Re-substitution from I-C’ to 1-C. 
Proof. Let %? be a Skolemization of 1 (:-C), so that +Z is a set of ground facts. Then 
:-C’ { T’, Rej-implies :-C iff { :-C’} u% is { T’, Re}-inconsistent. By Theorem 7.2 and 
the fact that %‘* is equationally equivalent to %?, it follows that {:-C’} u% is { T’, Re}- 
inconsistent iff {:-C’} u%?* u { Re} is refutable. 
We next prove a lemma about %?*. For each variable u of :-C, let L’, be the Skolem 
constant introduced for I’ in 1 (:+C) to yield %?‘. 
Lemma 9.5. The equalities cc +,j( cc,, . . . , cv,) and j’( cc,, . , co,,) A c, aw in %* #’ 
c~,f( cl, .., c,) is an equality in :-C. The equalit!. ,f’( ccl. . . . , c,,,)GLJ( cW,, , c,,,,) is in 
W* {fl there is a cariahle r such that ~i,f’( L’, , . , I’,,) and r -.y( \I’~. . , IV,) are distinct 
equulities in 1-C. No other equalities arc in %‘*. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that :-C is reduced and flat: No right-hand side of an 
equality of GZ agrees with a left-hand side of an equality of %?; no two equalities in 
%’ have the same right-hand side: and two equalities with the same left-hand side are 
associated with the same root-variable. Furthermore, :-C does not have any surface 
variables. 7 
Since :YC’ can be refuted with Re and %‘*, there is a substitution 0 with the property 
that the atoms of :-C’O are facts from %* or of the form SAS. Let 0 be a substitution 
satisfying this property with a minimal number of variables s such that ~0 has 
a non-Skolem function symbol. We show that this implies the following two condi- 
tions: (1) If .Y is a variable of an atom L of :-C” such that I,0 is in %?*, then ~(1 is one of 
the Skolem constants ot,. (2) If .YA t and ~-t are atoms of f., then .ufl=yO. 
Lemma 9.6. Suppose that cv A t is u jbct in %. Let 0’ hr obtained jvrn II hi, replackg 
ewrq suhterm t in the substituted terms of 0 by cc. Then :PC’lI’ consists 01’ atoms oj’GZ* 
und atoms of‘ the j&w s A s. 
Proof. Observe that since VZ is reduced, t is not a variable, so that t is given by 
.f’( (’ vI, . . . , con) for some non-Skolem function symbol ,/‘and Skolem constants cli,. Let 
M be an atom of :-Cl. If M is not an equality, then MU is in %‘, whence MO has no 
non-Skolem function symbols, which gives Mfl’= MH. If M is an equality, then M is 
given by y&s (where s is a flat term). If MO is an instance of reflexivity, then ~4’fsll 
can occur only if s=,f’(r,, . . . . . u,) and yO=,f’(c ,.,, . . . . cc,,,). In this case MO’ is a fact in 
%?*. If MU is a fact in W*, MO’ is either an instance of reflexivity or another fact in %‘* 
(using Lemma 9.5). n 
Suppose that s is a variable which does not satisfy condition (1) and let L be a literal 
containing x such that LfI is in %?*. The literal L cannot be of the form R(y), for 
otherwise, by flatness of :-C. zU is a Skolem constant for every variable of L. Thus L is 
an equality. By Lemma 9.5, .Y is not an internal variable of L. Either L is given by x it. 
where x does not appear in t, in which case LO is of the form ,f(c ,.,, . . . . r,,>,)+ t’, or L is 
given by y&.u, where V#_U and LO is of the form t’-/‘(cc,, . . . . c”,,). By Lemma 9.5, 
there is a variable u such that u A,/‘( V~, . . , r,) is an atom of :-C. Let fl’ be the 
substitution obtained from 0 by replacing every subterm of the form ,f’( clil, . , c~,,,) in 
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the substituted terms by c,. By Lemma 9.6, :-C’8’ consists of instances of reflexivity 
and facts in %?*. However, this contradicts the minimality condition on 8. 
Suppose that x G t and y 2 t are atoms of :-C’ and xtI # yfI. Then one of (x A t)6’ or 
(y I t)O is not an instance of reflexivity. Without loss of generality, assume that x8 # tO. 
Then (x&t)0 is an atom of V?*. By condition (I), x6 is a Skolem constant c,. Since 
tB # c,, (x G t)Q is given by c, &j( c,, , . . . , c,~), where this atom is in %?. If yB # t%, then 
(like x) y9 is a Skolem constant and since :-C is reduced, ye = c, = x0. If y0 = to, then 
transforming 0 as in Lemma 9.6 by replacing td by c,, would guarantee that yfI’=c,,, 
which again contradicts the minimality condition on 8. Thus 0 is as desired. 
Lemma 9.5 now implies that if L is an atom of :-C’ such that LO is in V*, then LB is 
in %‘. Let g be the substitution obtained by replacing every Skolem constant c, in the 
terms of 0 by the corresponding variable u. Then o is the desired substitution. 0 
The proof of Theorem 9.4 shows that weak Re-substitution (T from fat clauses to 
reduced flat goal clauses can always be converted to Re-substitutions while preserving 
the variable-pure part of 0. We record this in the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.7. Let :-C be a reduced pat clause and :-C’ a flat clause. If o is a weak 
Re-substitution from I-C’ to :-C, then there exists an Re-substitution 0’ from z-C’ to 
:-C such that if xo is a variable, then XO’=X(T. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 9.4 shows that CJ can be modified to an Re-substitution 
c’ by successively applying the transformation of Lemma 9.6 (where Skolem constants 
are temporarily used for the variables of :-C). The transformations do not affect xo if 
xo is a variable. 0 
We can now give the first characterization of equational implication for goal 
clauses. 
Theorem 9.8. The clause z-C’ Eq-implies the clause :-C ifs FLAT(:-C’) { Re}-implies 
REDU(FLAT(:-C)). 
Proof. The “if” direction is immediate. 
For the “only if” direction we can assume that :-C’ is flat and :-C is reduced and 
flat. By Theorem 3.1, there is a deduction R from :-C’ using Eq’ of a flat clause :-C, 
which implies :-C. By delaying resolutions with Re to the end of the deduction, we can 
see that R deduces a clause :-CZ such that :-CZ Re-implies :-Cl. Assume that R has 
a minimal number of resolutions with axioms from Eku E;u { T’} among deductions 
from :-C’ of clauses which (Re}-imply :-C. By Theorem 9.4, there is an Re-substitu- 
tion o from :-CZ to :-C. Suppose that in R, :-Cz is the resolvent of :-C3 and one of 
these axioms. Then :-C3 is of the form :-D, L where L is the selected literal and :-C2 is 
given by :-D, L[p:x/y], x&u, y~l4. The properties of CJ imply that xa=ya. This 
implies that La = L [ p: x/y] O. Therefore the atoms of (:- D, L)a are either atoms of :-C 
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or of the form t A t. Thus :+Cj { Re}-implies :- C. However, this contradicts the 
minimality condition on R. Therefore :-C2 is the initial goal clause :-C’ and the result 
follows. 0 
Theorems 8.5 and 9.8 yield a strong version of abductive completeness for Eq if the 
input theory does not contain positive equality literals: 
Theorem 9.9. Let & be a set of Horn clauses without positive equality literals and 1-C 
a goal clause. Then & Eq-implies :-C ifthere is a reduced flat goal clause :-C’ such that 
for some variable-pure substitution 0, :- C’o G REDU(FLAT(:-C)) and :-C’ is 
S-deducible j-om PSEP(FLAT( d)). 
Proof. For the nontrivial direction we can assume that .d is p-separated and flat 
(hence p-flat) and :-C is reduced and flat. By Theorem 8.5 we can deduce a clause :-C1 
from d such that :-Cr {E;, T’, Re}-implies :-C. Since flatness is preserved by the 
deduction, the clause :-C, is flat. By Theorem 9.8, :-Cl { Re}-implies :-C. Using 
Theorem 9.4, there is a clause :-C2 Re-deducible from :-Cr such that for some 
variable-pure substitution cr, :- C2a is included in :-C. The fact that g is variable-pure 
implies that :+C2 is flat. By Lemma 5.4, :-C2 is s-deducible from :-Cl. The clause 
:-CZ need not be reduced. However, since :+C is reduced and o is variable-pure, :-CZ 
does not contain any surface variables. Suppose that there are two equalities L and 
M in :-CZ with the same right-hand sides. Since :-C is reduced, Lo= MO. This implies 
that if :-CJ is obtained from :-CZ by surface factoring L and M, then there is 
a substitution 0’ (also variable-pure) such that :- C3a’ is included in :- C. By iterat- 
ively surface factoring equalities with the same right-hand sides, it follows that there is 
a reduced flat clause :+C’ which is S-deducible from :-C2 and has the desired 
properties. 0 
10. Deducible clauses 
To better characterize the deductive power of surface deduction with symmetrized, 
separated and flat clauses, it is useful to consider a restricted function introduction 
rule. This rule applies to deductions using clauses with marked literals. The idea is to 
mark a literal in a goal clause if no further rule will be applied to that literal in the 
deduction. Thus a marked literal must appear in the deduced goal clause. 
Definition 10.1. An m-deduction satisfies: 
_ The initial goal clause has no marked literals. 
_ In each step of the deduction, the selected literal is not marked. 
In an arbitrary deduction, we adopt the convention that if a marked literal in a goal 
clause is resolved with L:-C, then all the literals in the new clause derived from those 
of C are marked. 
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The only rule which introduces marked literals is marked function introduction: 
The goal clause :-C’ is obtained from :-C by marked function introduction iff :-C is of 
the form I-D, x&u, y&u where u does not appear in D and :-C’ is given by 
:-D,x~f(u), y&f(w), u&z, W&Z, 
where the underlined literals are marked. The marked function introduction rule is 
denoted by I;. 
The following theorem shows that m-deduction with {I;, T’, Re} is abductively 
complete. 
Theorem 10.2. Let ~2 be a set of separated flat Horn clauses and 1-C a reduced flat 
goal clause such that ~2 Eq-implies z-C. Then there is a flat clause 1-C’ which is 
{I;, T’}-d d ‘bl f e MCI e rom ~4 using an m-deduction R such that there is an Re-substitution 
a from 1-C’ to z-C. Furthermore, ifx Gf (v) and y kf (w) are two marked atoms of 1-C’ 
obtained by the same application of 1; in R, then 
(i) xa#yo, ua#w~, xo#f(u)a and yo#f(w)a. 
(ii) there does not exist a { T’, Re}-deduction from :-x Af (w) using JZZ of a clause 
I-C” where the composition of the mgu’s of the deduction preserves the variables x and 
w, and where there is a weak Re-substitution o’ ,from I-C” to 1-C which agrees with o on 
the variables of I-C’. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that there exists an m-deduction R of a clause :-C’ and 
a weak Re-deduction 0 from :-C’ to :-C satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
Given this, condition (i) implies that for marked literals L of :-C’, Lo is a literal of :-C. 
Since marked literals do not have surface variables, 0 is variable-pure on the marked 
literals of :-C’. Hence the Re-substitution o1 obtained from ~7 using Lemma 9.7 agrees 
with CJ on marked literals. If follows that R, :-C' and r~i satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem. 
We can assume that JZZ is symmetrized and fully separated. If this does not hold, let 
d’=SYM(FULSEP(&)). d can be transformed into &’ by using T’and Re. Sup- 
pose that &“, R, :-C' and 0 satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Each step of R which 
uses a clause from &’ can be expanded into resolutions with T’, Re and a clause from 
&‘. This yields an m-deduction R' of :-C’ from _& using I;, T’ and Re. Re is needed 
only to make sure that surface variables have no more than two occurrences. Let R" 
be obtained from R' by omitting the resolutions with Re. Let :-A’ be a clause obtained 
in R" which corresponds to a clause :-A obtained in R. By inspecting the transforma- 
tion from R to R" and in view of Example 4.24, :-A’ is of the form :-A”, RI, B,, . . . 
where each Bi is of the form x1 AU, x2 AU, . . . The clause :-A” is fully separated. If p is 
the substitution obtained by resolving the equalities of the Bi with Re, then 
:-A”p =:-A. The substitution p is variable-pure and its only effect on :-A” is to 
identify some of the root variables. Hence R" is an m-deduction using 1; and T’. Let 
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:-C” be the last clause obtained in R”. For some variable-pure substitution p, 
:-C”p=(:-C’, B) where B consists of atoms of the form u&u. A literal L of :-C” is 
marked iff Lp is marked in :+C’. It follows that d, R”, :-Cl’ and po satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. 
By Theorem 6.3, there is a clause :+D which is {I,, T' )-deducible from & such that 
:-D { Re}-implies :-C. Let R be a {I,, T' }-deduction of :-D from ZZZ. Since the clauses 
obtained in R are fully separated and flat, each surface variable has at most two 
occurrences. This implies that each use of I, can be replaced by a use of 1; by adding 
the appropriate marks to literals and propagating these marks as described above. 
Since :-D { Re}-implies :-C, there is a (weak) Re-substitution (T from :-D to :-C 
(Theorem 9.4). 
Lemma 10.3. Any deduction R’ of a clause :-D’ from d using T’ and 1; can be 
transformed to an m-deduction of :-D’ from d using T’ and I;. 
Proof. Suppose that :-B, x G,~(u), y&f(w), u A z, w I z is obtained by marked function 
introduction from :-B, x A U, y A u in R. Suppose that x Gf (u) is later resolved with 
a clause A from J&‘U { T’}. By reordering the steps of R, we can assume that the 
resolution with A occurs in the next step. Since ~2 is symmetric, A is of the form 
x’Gu’:-y’~u’, A’, where U’ does not occur in A’. This implies that the next clause 
obtained is 
:pB,y&j”(w), U&Z, we?., y’_f(u), A’jx’tx}. 
The same clause can be obtained from :-B, x + U, ye u as follows: 
:-B,x&u,y~u. 
:-B,y’&u, y-u, A’{x’+_Y}. (Resolutio n with A, selected literal x G u.) 
:-B, y’~f (u), y&f (IV), u&z, W&Z, A’{ x’txj. (Function introduction.) 
The resulting deduction has fewer steps where the selected literal is marked. 
iterating this transformation, an m-deduction of :-D’ from d using T’ and 1 
eventually obtained. 0 
BY 
j is 
By Lemma 10.3 we can assume that R is an m-deduction. 
Let us call a pair x Gf (u), y ~,f( W) of atoms introduced by the same application of 
1; bad iff either condition (i) or (ii) of the statement of the theorem is false for this pair. 
Assume that (R, :-D,a) satisfies that the number of bad pairs of atoms in :-D is 
minimal given that R is an m-deduction of :-D from JZZ using T’ and I;, and r~ is 
a weak Re-substitution from :-D to :-C. We show that this assumption implies that 
there are no bad pairs of atoms. 
Consider the last use of 1; which introduces a bad pair of atoms x-f(u), y Af (w). ~~ 
By reordering the steps of R, we can assume that the end of the deduction consists of 
the application of 1; which marks this pair and resolutions involving the unmarked 
equalities introduced in this step and their descendants. Thus, :-D is obtained as 
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follows: 
:-D,,XAU, yAu. 
:-D, , x&f(u), y ~f( w), u A 2, w A 2. (Function introduction.) 
:-D, , x&f(u), y A_/‘( w), D,( u, w, u). (Finishing the deduction.) ___~ 
where :-Dz(u, w,u) is deduced from :-u&z, w&z without introducing any more bad 
pairs and u consists of the variables of :-Dz(u, w,u) which do not appear in u or w. 
Since all clauses are fully separated, the variables x, y, u and w can be assumed to be 
preserved in the deduction. Observe that no variables occur in both D2( u, w, u) and 
D, . Using the comments at the beginning of this proof, we can assume that 0 is an Re- 
substitution (the Re-substitution obtained from 0 has the same or fewer bad pairs). 
Suppose that f( U)CJ =f( w)a. By defining U(T =f( ~)a, it can be seen that 0 is a weak 
Re-substitution from :-D1, x~u,y~ u to :- C. Thus this application of Z; is not 
required and the bad pair x&f(u), y~j( w) can be removed, contradicting the 
minimality assumption. Similarly, if xo=ya, then let UB be defined as XG to see that 
the bad pair can be removed. 
If the bad pair violates condition (i), but cannot be removed as in the previous 
paragraph, then (by symmetry) we can assume that (x ~f( u))r~ is given by t A t and if 
ya=f(w)a, then t does not occur in yo. We will show that this use of Zj can be 
removed by continuing the deduction on some of the literals of :-D, using the 
deduction of :-D,( u, w, u) from :-UG z, w A z. By full separation, u does not occur in 
:-D. Let g’ be the substitution obtained from G as follows: 
if v=u, 
otherwise. 
Let :-D’ be the clause :-D1, x A u, y G u and consider :-D’o’. The atom (x A U)CT’ is an 
instance of Re. If yo #f( w)a, then (y-f( w )) 0 is an atom of :-C. Hence ya is a variable 
and ya’=ya, so that (y~u)cr’ is the same as (y~f(w))a. If ya=f(w)a, the assump- 
tions imply that ya’ =ya and again (y A u)a’ is the same as (y ~f( w))a. Let L be an 
atom of D, . If Lo is an atom of C, then r~ is variable-pure on the variables of L, which 
implies that La’= La and Lo’ is an atom of C. In particular, this implies that 6’ agrees 
with G on the good pairs of :-D. If La is of the form s&s, the only case in which La’ is 
not of the form s&s is if L is given by x’G~(u’) where u’cr= vu. In this case 
x’o’=f( W)G and u’~‘=ucr. We transform the deduction for each such L as follows: 
Write :-D’ as :-D,, x’ &f(u’). Note that x’ GY( u’) is not a member of a good pair. 
Since :-D’ is fully separated and flat, we can use T’ as described in the proof of 
Theorem 6.2 to deduce (a subclause of) 
:-D3{ u’+u”}, x’~f(u’), D,, 
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where factoring of :+D4 yields :+u’Iz’, U”GZ’. Thus (a variant of) the clause :-D, 
given by 
:+D3,x’~f(~‘), U’AZ’, W’Az’ 
can be obtained. The new steps using T’ may involve applying T’ to marked literals. 
To obtain an m-deduction, the transformation of the proof of Lemma 10.3 is used. 
Note that after the transformation, the marked literals of :+D3j u’cu”) are the same 
(except for the change of variables) as the marked literals of :-D3 obtained in the 
original m-deduction of :-D’. From :-D5, the clause 
:-D3,x’-f(w’), D,(u’,w’,u’) 
can be obtained by using the deduction of :+D2(u, w,u). Extend CT’ by defining 
w’g’= wo and u’~‘=uQ, so that g’ is a weak Re-substitution from :-D2(u’, w’, u’) to 
:-C. We have (x’ ~,f( w’))rr’=(f( w)a~f( w)a). The factorings can be removed from 
the new deduction as usual by duplicating parts of the deduction and extending 0’. 
This requires treating 1; as a special case of separated function substitutivity. Note 
that the factorings only affect equality literals with surface variables which are 
involved in the deduction to :+D2( u’, w’, u’). This deduction does not introduce any 
bad pairs, and this property is preserved when duplicating parts of the deduction to 
remove the factorings. 
If the deduction transformation described above is performed for every atom L of 
:-D1 of the form x’ ~,f( u’), where ~‘0 = UG and X’G = x0, then a clause :-De is obtained 
such that cr’ is a weak Re-substitution from :-De to :-C. In the new deduction, the bad 
pair x&f(u), y~,f( w) has been avoided. It follows that the new m-deduction together 
with G’ and the clause :-D, has fewer bad pairs. This contradicts the minimality 
assumption. 
Suppose that condition (ii) of the statement of the theorem is violated. Then this 
application of 1; can again be avoided without adding any new such applications by 
applying the deduction of condition (ii) to the literal x AU and extending the substitu- 
tion cr. This reduces the number of bad pairs. By the minimality assumption on (R, 
:-D,a), the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 10.4. Let d be a set of’ symmetrized, separated and ,flat Horn clauses and :-C 
a goal clause. Let d’ he the set of non-goal clauses of’&. Let Gf? he a Skolemization of 
the negation of‘ 1-C. Suppose that J&’ Eq-implies 1-C but no clause :-C’ which Eq-implies 
1-C can be deduced ,from &. Then %? contains two terms ,f (s) and ,f (t) with s # t such 
that 
(i) &‘u% Eq-implies s&t, 
(ii) +Z does not Eq-imply s A t. 
Proof. We can assume that :-C does not have any variables. If this is not the case, 
substitute a new constant cL, for each variable c of :-C to obtain :-Cl. Then 
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d Eq-implies :-Cl. If a clause :-C’ can be deduced from d such that :-C’ Eq-implies 
:-Cl, then :-C’ does not contain any of the constants co, so that :-C’ Eq-implies :-C, 
which is impossible. The set of facts obtained from the negation of :-Cl is the same as 
%? except for a renaming of the Skolem constants. 
Let :-D be the clause REDU(FLAT(:+C)). Since &’ Eq-implies :-D there is a clause 
:+C’ and a substitution 0 with the properties given in Theorem 10.2. To show that the 
use of 1; is necessary in the deduction of :-C’, suppose that :-C’ is deducible from 
d using only T’ and Re, but not I>. Theorem 8.3 implies that we can deduce a clause 
:-C” from JZZ which { T’, Re)-implies :-Cl. But then :-C” { T’, Re}-implies :-D which 
in turn { Re}-implies :-C. Hence :-C” Eq-implies :-C, which contradicts the 
assumptions. 
It now follows that :-C’ contains marked atoms. Let XG~( u) and y~f( w) be a pair 
of such atoms introduced by the same application of I;. By the conditions on CJ, 
f(u)cr#f(rv)r~, (x&f(u))a~D and (y~f(w))o~D. 
Lemma 10.5. Let :-B be a goal clause without variables and let :-B’ be the clause 
REDU(FLAT(:-B)). Then there is a substitution 13 such that 
(i) :-B’g is a ground clause, 
(ii) :-B’O is Eq-equivalent to :-B, 
(iii) for every surface term f(s) of :-B’Q, there is a term f(s’) of :-B such that (the 
conjunction of the facts in) B Eq-implies s&s’. 
(iv) for every variable u of :-B’, there is an equality IA AS in B’ such that uO=sg. 
Proof. The clause :-B’ is obtained from :-B by a sequence of elementary flattenings 
followed by some surface factorings (surface compression is not required in the 
reduction, since no surface variables are introduced by flattening). We proceed by 
induction on this sequence of transformations. For flattening without reduction, we 
replace condition (iii) by (iii)‘: 
(iii)’ Every term of :-B’g is a term of :-B. 
Note that (iii)’ implies (iii). Suppose that :-B, is a clause without surface variables for 
which there is a substitution O1 satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii)’ and (iv). Let :-B2 be 
obtained from :-B, by an elementary flattening. Then :-B, is obtained from :-B, by 
replacing some nonsurface occurrence of a nonvariable term t in :-B, by a new 
variable w and adding WG t to the body of the new clause. Let 0,= { wet}. Then 
:-B, 0201 is a ground instance of :-B,. In fact, :-B,g,g, differs from :- B1 0, only by 
the addition of the reflexive identity t8, A tOI and is therefore Eq-equivalent to :-B1 gl. 
Conditions (iii)’ and (iv) also hold for the pair :-Bz and 8281. 
Let :-B”=FLAT(:-B). The previous paragraph implies that there is a substitution 
0” such that :-B” and 0” satisfy conditions (i)-(iv). To get :-B’, surface factoring is 
applied to :-B” until this is no longer possible. Note that the order in which surface 
factoring steps are applied does not matter. 
Suppose that :-B1 has been obtained by surface factoring from :-B”, and :-B, and 
8, satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Suppose first that there are distinct variables 
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u and v of :-Br such that ufI, =vfI,, and pick such u and v where the size of the term 
no1 is minimal. Then there are equalities u AS and v ~.t in B, such that 
uB1 =vd, =sO, = tOI. By the minimality assumption and the fact that :-B, is flat 
without surface variables, we must have s=t. Apply surface factoring to :-B, by 
replacing every occurrence of v by u to obtain :- B2. Since :-B, 0, has the same atoms 
as :-B,U1, :- B2 together with Or still satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
Now suppose that 0r is one-to-one on the variables of :-B, , and :+B1 is of the form 
:-B;, us t, VA t. Without loss of generality, assume that v$, is not a subterm of ~0,. 
Let :-B, be the clause :-I?; { L’ +-u}, u&t. Let 0, be the substitution obtained from 0, 
by replacing every occurrence of the term ~0, in a substituted term by t&r. Since ~8~ is 
not a subterm of utl,, we have uBZ = u0r. By condition (iv) on :-B, and Q1 , there is an 
equality u&s of :-Bz such that ~0, = ~0,. Since s is not a variable, so2 = SO, = ~0,. Thus 
BzUz contains the equality u0r =vHr. The clause :-BzU2 is a ground instance of :-Bz. 
The literals of BzUz are obtained from B, 8r by removing the equality literal vHr A tO, 
and replacing every nonsurface occurrence of the term vQ1 by uB1. Since B,U, contains 
uH, G cd, and u0, G tQ,, BzUz Eq-implies B1 0,. The converse implication similarly 
holds. Condition (iii) is satisfied from B2U, to B1 0, and hence to B. To see that (iv) 
holds let u’ be a variable of BZ. Then B1 contains a literal w or such that wUl =rU,. 
Since w # u, we have M.H~ #~8~ which implies that ~0, = r02, as desired. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 10.6. Let :+B he a goal clause without cariahles. Let :+B’ be the clause 
REDU(FLAT :-B)) and H the substitution of Lemma 10.5. lf B Eq-implies ud = L’H ,for 
variables u and 1; of B’, then u=u. 
Proof. Let u be a variable of :-B’ and let u AS be the atom of B’ such that sH = uH and 
let :-A be the flattening obtained from :+u G ud by replacing exactly one term in each 
elementary flattening (call flattenings obtained in this fashion k$attenings). To prove 
the lemma, we first show by induction on the size of UU that if p is an Re-substitution 
from :-A to :-B’ such that up is a variable, then up = u. Suppose that uH is a constant. 
Then :-u L ub, is flat so that up t u0 is an atom of B’. Since :-B’ is reduced and contains 
the atom u&s where s=uO, it follows that up=u. Suppose that ud=g( ~‘0) where 
s=g(u’).Then:-Aisgivenby:-u-g(u’),A’where:~A’isanh-flatteningof:~u’~~‘8. 
Since up is a variable, upkg(u’)p is an atom of B’ so that u’p consists of variables 
only. By induction, u’p=u’. The assertion follows by using the fact that :-B’ is 
reduced. 
Let v be another variable of :-B’ and suppose that :-u0 G VU Eq-implies :-B. Let u G t 
be the atom of :-B' such that tU=vH. Let :-Al and :-A2 be h-flattenings of :-WAUU 
and :-w&vVe. By Theorems 9.4 and 9.8 there is an Re-substitution p from :-A,, A2 
to :+B’. 
Case 1: wp is a variable. The previous paragraph implies that wp = u and ujp = v, SO 
we are done. 
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Case 2: wp is not a variable. For some g and h, s = g( u’) and t = h( u’). The clauses 
:-A, and :-Al are given by :-wGg(u’),A; and :-w~h(u’),A; where :-A; and :-A; 
are the h-flattenings of :--u’ A ~‘8 and :-U’G ~‘0 respectively. Since wp is not a variable, 
(w+g(u’))p and (w&h(u’))p are of the form r&r. Thus wp=g(u’)p=h(u’)p. In 
particular, g=h. If g is a constant, it follows that MO= uQ=g=s=t, hence by the 
properties of reduced clauses, u=u. If not, then u’p=u’p, so that p gives an Re- 
substitution p’ from (:-A ‘I) A ;) { u’+w’,u’+w’} to :-B’. Thus, for each pair of corres- 
ponding variables u’ and c” of u’ and u’, :- ~‘0 G ~‘8 Eq-implies :-B. Using induction on 
the maximum size of the terms MB and VU shows that u’= u’. Consequently, s = t and by 
the properties of reduced clauses, u=u. 0 
Let 19 be the substitution of Lemma 10.5 for REDU(FLAT(:-C)). The substitution 
c is variable-pure on the variables of u and w. Since f( u)a #f( w)a and by Lemma 
10.6, uo0 and wo8 are distinct. Let uaO=s’ and woO=t’. By Lemma 10.5, there are 
terms f(s) andf( t) of :-C such that +Z Eq-implies s ~:s’ and t G t’. Using the part of the 
deduction of :-C’ following the application of I;, it can be seen that from :-u&u, w G u 
we can deduce 1-C” using &” with :-C”a G :-D. Here u and w are preserved during 
the deduction. Since :- DO is Eq-equivalent to :-C, it follows that U&G woe is 
Eq-implied by &‘u%?. This gives condition (i) of the theorem. 
If %’ Eq-implies s G f, then %? Eq-implies uo8 & wad. Lemma 10.5 and the fact that g is 
variable-pure on u and w imply that UG = WC, which violates condition (i) of Theorem 
10.2. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 0 
11. Equational residua 
In theorem proving, clause A is said to subsume clause B iff there is a substitution 
0 such that AB is included in B. For goal clauses, subsumption is complete in the 
following sense: the goal clause A subsumes the goal clause B iff A implies B. In this 
section we obtain a similar result in the presence of equality. That is, we characterize 
equational implication of goal clauses in terms of subsumption, compression and 
reduction. As an application of this characterization, we define the equational re- 
siduum of a goal clause and show that it is unique. 
Theorem 11.1. Let :-A and :-B he goal clauses. Then :-A Eq-implies :-B if there is 
a variable-pure substitution r~ such that a compression of FLAT(:-A)o is included in 
REDU(FLAT(:-B)). 
Proof. The “if” direction is immediate. 
Suppose that :-A Eq-implies :-B. We can assume that :-A is flat and that :-B is 
reduced and flat. By Theorem 9.9 there is a reduced flat goal clause :-B’ such that :-B’ 
is s-deducible from PSEP(:-A) and there is a variable-pure substitution 0 such that 
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:-B’B G :-B. The S-deduction of :+B’ from PSEP(:-A) can involve only factorings and 
compressions. 
The clause :-A can be obtained from PSEP(:-A) by surface factoring and surface 
compression. The following lemmas will be used to show that :+B’ is S-deducible from 
:+A and also from REDU(:-A). 
Lemma 11.2. Suppose that the reduced ,flat clause :-C is S-deducible ,fLom the ,flat 
clause I-C’, x A y, where y does not appear in I-C’. Then 1-C is S-deducible ,from I-C’. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of atoms in :-C’. Let R be an 
S-deduction of :-C from :-C’, .Y my. Since :-C is reduced, there is at least one step in R. 
Let :-D be the clause obtained after the first step of R. If the first step of R removes 
x A y by (surface) compression, then :-D = :-C’ and the result is clear. If the first step of 
R removes x A y by factoring, then x my is factored with a literal of the form .Y G t, and 
again :-D=:-C’. If neither of the above apply, then :+D is given by :-Cl’, xl&y, where 
y does not appear in :-C” and :-Cl’ is obtained by factoring or compression from 
:+C’, so that :-Cl’ contains one fewer atom than :-Cl. The result now follows by 
induction. Cl 
Lemma 11.3. Suppose that the reduced fiat clause :-C is S-deducible ,from the jlat 
clause :-C’,x~t,y~t. Then 1-C is S-deducible from :-C’{y-x], x&f. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of atoms in :-Cl. Note that 
:-C’{y+x}, x G t is the clause obtained from :-C’, x A t, y G t by surface factoring the 
last two atoms. Let R be an S-deduction of :-C from :-Cl, .Y A t, ye t. Since :-C is 
reduced, there is at least one step in R. Let :+D be the clause obtained after the first 
step of R. 
If the first step of R factors _Y A t and y A r, then :-D is the same as :-C’{ y-x}, x A t 
and the result follows. If the first step of the deduction removes either .Y & t or y A t by 
(root) compression, then :-D is a variant of :-Cl{ y+x 1, .YA t and again the result 
follows. 
Suppose that the first step of R factors y&t with an atom y&s of C’. Then :-D is 
givenby:-C”o,y_sa,ua~so,where(:-C”,y~s)=(:-C’),andoisthemguofsandt. 
By induction, :-C is S-deducible from :+C”a{ ytxcr}, X~ASCJ. This clause is obtained 
from :-C’, x A t, y A t by unifying the three atoms y A s, x A t and y A t. First factoring 
x A t with y A t and then factoring x AS with .Y A t yields a variant of the same clause. 
The result follows. By symmetry, this also covers the case where the first step of 
R factors x G t with an atom x AS of C’. 
Suppose that the first step of R factors y-t with an atom z A t of C’. Then :-D is 
given by :-C”{zty},x~t,y~ t, where C” is C’ with the atom ZA t removed. By 
induction, :-C is S-deducible from :-C”{ z-y} { ytx),x~r. This clause is the same 
as :-C”{ ycx} {zcx), XA t, which is obtained from :-Cl{ y+xj,x- t by surface 
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factoring. The result follows. By symmetry, this also covers the case where the first 
step of R factors x&r with an atom z~ t of C’. 
Suppose the first step of R removes an atom of C’ by compression. Then :-D is 
given by I-C”, x G t, y & t, where C” is obtained from C’ by compression. By induction, 
:-C is S-deducible from :-C”{ytx},x~t, which can be obtained from 
:-C’{ ycx}, x & t by compression. The result follows. 
Finally, suppose that the first step of R factors two literals L and M of C with mgu 
g to yield :-Cl’, xcr 4 to, ya L ta. By induction, the clause :-D’ obtained from :-D by 
factoring xc7 & ta and ya & ta yields :-C by S-deduction. Furthermore, :-D’ is obtained 
from I-C’, x & t, y & t by unifying L with M and x &t with y G t. Thus the same clause is 
obtained by first factoring x & t and y G t, and then factoring L and M. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 11.4. Let :-C’ be a flat clause. Suppose that the reduced flat clause :-C is 
S-deducible from PSEP(:-C’). Then :-C is S-deducible from 1-C’. 
Proof. The clause :-C’ can be obtained from PSEP(:-C’) by a sequence of surface 
factorings and surface compressions. The result now follows by iterative application of 
Lemmas 11.2 and 11.3. 0 
Lemma 11.5. Suppose that the reduced flat clause :-C is S-deducible from the flat 
clause Z-C’. Then 1-C is S-deducible from REDU(:-C’). 
Proof. The clause REDU(:-C’) is obtained from :-C’ by a sequence of surface 
factorings and surface compressions. Again the result follows by iterative application 
of Lemmas 11.2 and 11.3. 0 
Lemmas 11.4 and 11.5 imply that :-B’ is deducible from REDU(:-A) by root and 
surface factorings and compressions. 
Lemma 11.6. In any sequence of factorings and compressions applied to the clause C to 
yield the clause C’, we can assume that the factorings precede the compressions. 
Proof. If an atom of the form u G t or u G u is removed by root or surface compression 
(respectively), u occurs in no other atom. Thus no factoring following this compression 
step can affect the variable u, so that the compression step can be deferred to the end of 
the deduction. 0 
We have shown that we can deduce :-B’ from :-A by the following sequence of 
steps: A sequence of surface factorings yields a clause :-A,, where no two equalities 
have the same right-hand sides. REDU(:-A) is obtained from :-AI by removing the 
remaining surface variables by compression. A further sequence of surface and root 
factorings yields :-A,. Finally, :-B’ is obtained from :-A3 by compression. 
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If C is obtained from C’ by sequence of factorings, then C=C’a where CJ is 
the composition of the mgu’s of the factorings. Thus :+A, =:-Au, and 
:-A, = REDU(:-A)02 for some substitutions O, and g2. Note that since only surface 
factorings are used to obtain :-A,, o1 is variable-pure, and since REDU(:-A) has no 
surface variables, cr2 is also variable-pure. We can assume that rr2 affects only variables 
of REDU(:+A). 
Lemma 11.7. Let C be a clause and let o and 0 be substitutions. Let C’ be obtained by 
compression from Co. If 8 afhects only variables in C’, then C’t? can be obtained by 
compression from CaQ. 
Proof. The argument is the same as in the proof of Lemma 11.6. Note that compres- 
sions do not involve any variable substitutions. 0 
Since there is a substitution 6’ such that :-B’8 s :-B where 8 is variable-pure and 
only affects variables of B’, two applications of Lemma 11.7 yield a variable-pure 
substitution 0 such that a compression of :+AcJ is included in :+B, as required. 0 
The equational residuum of a goal clause is defined as follows: 
Definition 11.8. Let :-C be a goal clause. An equational residuum of :+C is a minimal 
subclause of REDU(FLAT(:-C)) which is Eq-equivalent to :-C. 
The fact that every subclause of a reduced clause is reduced implies the following 
result. 
Observation 11.9. !f :-C’ is an equational residuum of :-C, then I-C’ is reduced 
and flat. 
The next theorem shows that the equational residuum is unique. 
Theorem 11.10. Let :-A’ and :-B’ he equational residua of the goal clauses :-A and :-B, 
respectively. Then :-A is Eq-equivalent to :-B iff :-A’ is a variant of :-B’. 
Proof. The “if” direction is immediate by definition of equational residua. 
To prove the “only if” direction, suppose that :-A and :-B are Eq-equivalent. Then 
the equational residua :-A’ and :-B’ are Eq-equivalent. Since they are reduced and 
flat, Theorem 11.1 implies that there are variable-pure substitutions cr and 8 such that 
a compression of :-A’o is included in :-B’ and a compression of :-B’O is included in 
:-A’. An application of Lemma 11.7 shows that a compression :-A” of :-A’& is 
included in :-A’. This implies that :-A” is Eq-equivalent to :-A’, so that by the 
minimality condition on equational residua (:-A”) = (:-A ‘). Since compressions re- 
duce the number of atoms in a clause and 1 A”1 = IA’\ = IA’aOl, no compressions are 
used to obtain :+A” from :-A’&. Nor are compressions involved in obtaining 
a subclause of :+B’ from :-A’o. This implies that :-A’ is the same as :-A’& and 
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A’a G B’. Thus g is one-to-one on the variables of A’. By symmetry, 0 is one-to-one on 
the variables of :-B’ and :-B’B is a subclause of :-A’. By comparing the number of 
atoms in :-A’ and :-B’, it follows that :-A’ is a variant of :-B’. 0 
12. Applications to abduction 
An existential conjunction of facts is a conjunction of facts with all its free variables 
quantified existentially. The abduction problem for Horn clause logic with equality 
theory 8 can be stated as follows. 
Abduction problem. An abduction problem is a pair (&‘,O), where d is a theory of 
Horn clauses and 0 (the observation) is an existential conjunction of facts. An 
explanation of the abduction problem (G!, 0) is an existential conjunction of facts 
E such that E and & are d-consistent and b-imply 0. 
Let 10 and 1 E denote the disjunctions of the negations of the constituent facts of 
0 and E, respectively. Since E and d b-imply 0 iff -I 0 and d g-imply 1 E, an 
explanation of an abduction problem can be obtained by deducing a clause :-C from 
d u 6’ and 10, and negating :-C. 
In general, it is desirable for an explanation E of an abduction problem (c-c4,0) to 
have certain additional properties (see [lo]). For example, an explanation E should 
not contain any facts irrelevant to the observation. This is the parsimony principle. 
Relative to an equality theory 6’ which is considered part of the logic, if E b-implies E’, 
then E’ is at least as parsimonious as E. A typical example is given by E = A A B and 
E’=A (with 8 empty). This gives a preference criterion for explanations. 
Definition 12.1 (d-parsimony). If E and E’ are explanations of (d, 0) and E b-implies 
E’, then E’ is &-preferred over E. (Here “preferred” is to be understood as “at least as 
good as”.) 
For abduction, a desirable property of a deduction system is that given an explana- 
tion E of an abduction problem (-c4, 0), one can obtain an explanation preferred over 
E. For b-parsimony, the results of Section 8 immediately yield the following two 
results which show that this property is satisfied under certain conditions. 
Theorem 12.2. Let (&‘,O) be abduction problem with equality theory Eq,. Then for 
every explanation E of (&,O), there is an explanation E’ such that E’ is Eqr- 
preferred over E and 1 E’ is deducible from SYM(PSEP(PFLAT( &))) u 
(PSEP(PFLAT(70))). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 8.4 and the fact that 10 is a goal clause so that it 
does not have to be symmetrized. 0 
Theorem 12.3. Let (P,d) be an equational logic program. Let (9, 0) be an abduction 
problem with equality theory Eq u &‘. Then for every explanation E of (9, 0), there is an 
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explanation E’ such that E’ is Equd-preferred over E and 1 E’ is deducible from 
PSEP(PFLAT(9u {lo})). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 8.5. 0 
The next theorem shows how all Eq-preferred explanations can be obtained. 
Theorem 12.4. Let (&, 0) he an abduction problem with equality theory Eq. Then for 
every explanation E of (A@‘, 0), there is an explanation E’ such that E’ is Eq-preferred 
over E and 1 E’ is { I;, T' )-deducible ,fiom SEP(FLAT( &u {lo})). 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 10.2. 0 
From the example in Section 4, it follows that to obtain all Eq-preferred explana- 
tions using a version of surface deduction requires use of the function substitutivity 
axioms in some form. If the function substitutivity axioms are not used, some 
preferred explanations cannot be obtained. However, Theorem 10.4 indicates 
that most explanations of interest can be obtained and suggests the following 
definition. 
Definition 12.5. Let E be an explanation of an abduction problem (&, 0). Let E’ be 
the Skolemization of E. Then E is an honest explanation iff for every two terms f(s) 
and ,f(r) of E’ with s#t, E’UJZZ does not Eq-imply s&t. 
Honest explanations use as function arguments only one term from each set of 
terms denoting the same object. With this definition, we have the following general 
abductive completeness result: 
Theorem 12.6. Let (&, 0) be an abduction problem with equality theory Eq. Then for 
every honest explanation E of (&, 0) there is an Eq-preferred explanation E’ such that 
1 E’ is deducible from SYM(SEP(FLAT(d)))u{SEP(FLAT(lO))}. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.4. il 
For the rest of the section it is assumed that the equality theory under consideration 
is full equality, Eq. Flattenings of a clause can be viewed as alternate representations 
of the clause’s term structure and are therefore equivalent. Without loss of generality, 
we restrict our attention to explanations E such that 1 E is flat (jut explanations). 
If E and E’ are explanations of (&‘,O) such that E Eq-implies E’ but is not 
Eq-equivalent to E’, then E’ is strictly Eq-preferred over E. Given an explanation E of 
(&, 0) there are many possible Eq-equivalent existential conjunctions of facts, all of 
which are also explanations of (&‘, 0). Although all of these explanations are indistin- 
guishable relative to equality, it is still desirable to determine the most preferred one. 
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Consider the following examples: 
Example 12.7. Suppose E is an explanation where 1 E is given by 
:-x&a. 
Then 1 E is Eq-inconsistent. Therefore the observation is Eq-implied by the theory, so 
that the best explanation Eq-equivalent to E is TRUE (the negation of the empty 
clause). 
Example 12.8. Let 1 E be given by 
:-x&f(y), Y~GJ(Y). 
The atom x-f(y) can be removed (by compression) without affecting Eq-equivalence 
and is therefore irrelevant to the explanation. Preferred is E’ where 1 E’ is given by 
1-Y ACT(Y). 
Note that E’ asserts that the function g has a fixed point. 
Example 12.9. Let 1 E be given by 
:-y&a, y&b, x&a, x&b. 
This is Eq-equivalent to 1 E’ given by 
:-x-a, x&b. 
It is desirable to remove such duplications to obtain a concise explanation. 
In these examples, E’ and E are Eq-equivalent, yet E’ is more concise than E 
and therefore preferred. Among Eq-equivalent explanations, we base preference on 
conciseness: 
Definition 12.10. Let E and E’ be flat explanations. Then E’ is strictly preferred over 
E if either E Eq-implies E’ but is not equivalent to E’, or E is equationally equivalent 
to E’ and E’ has fewer atoms. 
Given these preference criteria, we have the following theorem, which determines 
the most preferred flat explanation among the Eq-equivalent ones. 
Theorem 12.11. For any explanation E, ifE’ is the negation of the equational residuum 
of E, then E’ is the unique most preferred flat explanation among flat explanations 
Eq-equivalent to E. 
Proof. Let :-A be a flat clause Eq-equivalent to 1 E. If :-A is not reduced, then 
REDU( :-A) has fewer atoms than :-A and the corresponding explanation is there- 
fore strictly preferred. Assume that :-A is reduced. If the equational residuum of :-A is 
not given by :-A, then the equational residuum of :-A has fewer atoms than :-A, so 
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that the corresponding explanation is strictly preferred. The result now follows by 
Theorem 11.9, the uniqueness theorem for equational residua. 0 
13. Conclusion 
From a theoretical perspective, surface deduction is very appealing in its simplicity. 
Surface deduction has been applied to the analysis of other methods of theorem 
proving with equality (e.g. Brand [3]). It can be used to introduce full equality to logic 
programming with little or no modification to the deduction rules. Surface deduction 
has proven to be a very useful analytical tool for understanding the role of equality in 
abduction. It is the only known nontrivial method for logic programming with 
equality which can be used for abductive reasoning with little or no loss of explana- 
tory power. We have shown how even the function substitutivity axioms can be 
ignored if honest explanations are desired. 
The definition of honesty is quite natural given a true equality theory. If equality is 
used to define equivalence classes of objects behaving identically relative to the 
function and predicate symbols in question, explanations which are not honest might 
be of interest. The role of such explanations needs to be investigated. 
Other transformational approaches to including equality in logic programming 
similar to flattening have been examined by van Emden and Lloyd [ 131 and 
Hoddinott and Elcock [ 161. The latter show that the transformation to homogeneous 
form (which essentially flattens and separates the heads of clauses) subsumes the 
predicate replacement axioms and transitivity. The homogeneous transformation 
does not yield an abductively complete system for Eq, (see the example for RUE-NRF 
resolution in the introduction). To subsume symmetry, Chan [4] uses a transforma- 
tion similar to the one used here, in addition to the homogeneous form. Before these 
transformations were discovered, transformations subsuming the symmetry axiom 
required introducing two clauses for every clause with an equality in its head [3]. 
Other approaches to adding equality to logic programming are discussed by 
Hiilldobler [ 171. The most efficiently implemented ones generally involve restricting 
the types of input theories allowed, for example by requiring confluence. In many 
cases they are based on ideas which involve flattening either explicitly or implicitly 
(e.g. lazy resolution) and can be viewed as effective ways of using flattening for 
refutation based logic programming. However the counterexamples for paramodula- 
tion and RUE-NRF resolution given in the introduction show that they are not 
abductively complete. It is desirable to better characterize the deductive power of 
these methods. 
The logic programs considered by Holldobler [ 171 are restricted to equational logic 
programs. With this restriction one can define an equational model for the program 
which does not depend on the interpretation of the relation symbols other than 
equality. The example from motivation analysis given in the introduction is not an 
equational logic program. 
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From a practical point of view, a problem with the process of flattening and 
symmetrizing the clauses of the input theory is that it apparently destroys the term 
structure. This is particularly true of separated flattening and can cause a substantial 
increase in the number of resolution steps, as well as an increase in the search 
complexity. One thus appears to lose most of the advantages of unification [16]. To 
use surface deduction in practice, it will be necessary to enhance it. We expect that the 
techniques which have been successful in refutation oriented logic programming with 
equality can be integrated with the ideas proposed here to yield an abductively 
complete and efficient system. This goal might be achieved by observing that the term 
structure is not truly lost in flattening a clause. In fact, the main effect of flattening is to 
make the term structure of the clause directly accessible to deduction. One can retain 
the advantages of unification and its generalizations by interpreting the set of 
equalities in the body of a clause as a directed graph or hypergraph (with arcs from the 
root variables to the surface terms). This graph gives the set of possible definitions of 
the main terms and variables of the clause. Such a directed graph generalizes the usual 
tree representation of terms. Unification and more generally term rewriting can then 
be replaced by (hyper)graph rewriting rules. To implement this idea, the deduction 
procedures must be enhanced. The types of graph rewriting rules and graph repres- 
entations needed require further research. 
Many of the results in this paper can be generalized to arbitrary first-order theories 
and therefore have applications to theorem proving and more general abductive 
problems. These generalizations will be the topic of a forthcoming paper. 
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